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THE A^^:HTCA1I I^^RCH.'lNT J.TAIaINE
INTxiODJGTTOiJ
Parpose of the L:'tudy
The conditions today in many fields of endeavor warrant a
oonplete study to ascertain the desirability of continuing along
lines we have pursued in the past or of adopting new policies. The
attitude of the United .tates toward its Merchant Marine until
the period of the World .ar, except^or occasional intervals, was
largely based on the old doctrine of laiasez faire. A definite
V
change in this policy has occurred since 191Qg> huge sums of money
are being spent by the government to foster a Merchant Marine.
The ouestion arises today as to whether or not the Jnited i:^tates
is justified in such expenditure.
I have limited my discussion to deep sea shipping and have
omitted everything but an occasional comment on our great inland
and coastA-l transportation systems. Owing to the vastness of the
subject under consideration, T found it necessary to treat some-
what sunmarily that material which deals with the American I^er-
ohant Marine previous to the V/orld ..ar.
From a careful survey of conditions throuj^hout our history,
I have found that from the period of the l.evolution to the middle
of the nineteenth century there was a fairly steady orogress in
merchant marine development. This was followed by a period during
which the country in general lost Interest in the merchant marine
and turned its attention and capital to internal expansion. .>'ith
the advent of the Spanish war and the adoption of a more imperi-
alistic attitude. we be^^n to take an interest in merchant marine
I-
I
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development on'3e more, bat nothiig of any great inportance was
accomplished until the v.'orld War v/as upon us. During the Vv-ar we
developed a gigantic merchant marine, 1«e Toecame sea-minded as
it were, and wilih the termination of the war and the falling off
in the demand for vessels ve found ourselves gradually sinking
into a depression of great depth. In fact, conditions were eo
very serious that e resorted to legislation; thus, we h^ve the
Merchant Marine Act of 1920 follov'ed hy the let of 1928. These
two Acts have not been enough to keep our shipping from suffer-
ing keen competition with foreign shipping and today it is a
question as to whether or not it is a sound policy for the United
States to attempt to compete on an already over-crowded ocean.
V/e must fgce the fact thst we have many hundreds of vessels
that are not in use, still we are building more. The question
of the desirability of a powerful .American Merchant Marine ij
before us. It has many angles from which it must be considered,
'^here is a wide divergence of opinion amoung the various elements
of our population as to 1 ts .necessi ty. All agree that it must
receive considerable government aid ir order to compete favor-
ably. V/e are f'-^of to face today with such a condition of compe-
tition thot It is feared by many that we shall soon find ourselves
in the same position with regards our merchant marine as we occu-
pied In 1914, namely, that of a mere bystander.
r
TH3 AMTILctlC.^ ICiiOH.AKT l!.;iiTMIi:
PART OIJE
The Important Phases In the HI story of the Amerloan
Merchant Marine from its Inoeptlon to the t^orld '=ar
I. The .bnerloan Herohant Marine In the Colonial Pe r i q
d
The haildlng and usinf^ of ships by the colonists was suoh
a prosperous hasiness that as early as 1646 Parliament passed
laws to protect the English ships from colonial competition.
The fact that these laws and subsequent laws were not rigidly-
enforced led to constant evasion. They had little if any effect
on the growth of colonial shi oping. However, the ultimate en-
forcement of these j^nglish IJavigntion Lav/s was one of the prime
causes of the American l^evolution. Let us consider the colonial
period in greater detail.
A. Early Attempts at Shipbailding and Commeroe
The beginnings of the .\merican I'erohant I'arine date back,
to the time of the establishment of the earliest colonies. As
early as 1608 a boat of thlry ton^ called the "Yirginia"' was
constructed by a group of colonists near the mouth of the i-^en-
nebec river in Maine. There seems to be some disagreement as to
the reason for the construction of this boat, i^illis J. Abbott
tells us that it wus for the puroose ol" taking home a group of
dlbcontented colonists. John xy. opears says that it was built
to engage In fishing'^'. The next record is of the construction on
the Hudson of a boat of sixteen tons built for trading purposes.
The earliest record of importance concerning shipbuilding
'"The otory of Our T'^er chant I.'nrine, p. 1.
^'3tory of the .Americn Merchant I'arine, p.
p
(2)
it "
was after the arrival of the I'ayflov.ei (16ii0) which brought
over sorae mechanics and shiph olid ere. It was not until the
year of the establ j ahmcnt of the Maesachusetts Bay Colony (16.^0)
that we find the first jnerican t^hipysird. It was loo-^ted on
the I'ystio idver near the site of the present city of :.:edford.
The name given to the first vessel oonstracted here was 'The
Blessing of the 3ay", she was built 9t the order of John
Wlnthrop. In 1641 a three hundred ton boat was built et Salem,
MassachuBettB. It is Interesting to note that this boat WfaS
bigg-er than the 'T'ayflower Other important shipbuilding
sites were soon est^iblished at /ortlend, ''^.ine, Marblehend,
Gloucester, Boston, Block Isl-md and by 1730 there v;ere sixteen
shipyards.
It was recognized early that definite advantage accrued
to the country that h^d its own Kerohant Varine because then
it did not have to pay foreign ships to trsnsport Ifoods. The
fact that the mother country prohibited the trsde of the
colonies th the ' est Indies resulted in colonial enterprise
in taking long voyages in which they would have been unlikely
to eng^ige in ordin^iry circumstTnces, It was also necessary that
Anerlcan I'eroh intmen be equipped with guns becaase they really
had no flag under which they night sail*
B. The Navigation Laws-Cause and Effect.
The fact that the colonies grew not only in shipping but
in trade was not considered by -^ngl-nd as a desirable condition.
!2ngland wanted 'ill the trade of the colonies for herself she also
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desired to be the one to benefit from the ra materials of the
colonies. The resalt was a series of restrictive measures
commonly called the Navigation Laws which would hare seriously
handicapped jnerloan shipping If ways of evasion had not been
found. These restrictions aroused such antagonism among the
shipping interest that this group was among the first to call
for Independence. The first act that aroused the hatred of
the colonists was passed in 1646 by the ^iigllsh Parliament.
It provided that no colonial produce shoulJ be carried to
foreign ports except In vessels flying the British flag.
It was In 1650, however, that the most famous act of
navigation was passed. Its provisions were similar to those
of the act of 1646 but It was more explicit and was aimed
particularly at the Dutch carrying trade, which was grov;lng
rapidly. The act of 1660 required that goods were to be carried
to all parts of the i^nglish domain In ^^ngllah o? ned vessels.
The next acts were In 1660 and 166.'^ providing that goods from
the colonies mUst be laid on the shores of Ingl^nd before they
were sent to their fin 1 destination. The goods concerned
were the so-cylled enumerated articles of which Bugqr, molasses,
ginger, fustic, tobacco, cotton, and Indigo were the first list
and later coffee, hides and SKlns, iron, grain, and lumber were
added. The restriction In this case was upon the commeroe of
the colonies and not on the use of colonial Bhips. Bat with
relation to the 1' oort trade of the colonies the law of 1663
was made to read that nothing but -^llsh built shlps^ captained
by an ^ilngilBh master and manned by a crew of which at least
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three-fourths were ii^nglish, were to be the carriers of goods
imported into the oolonles.
In 1672 x'arliament passed a bill placing a heary tax on
oomneroe bet een the colonies, ^.et as note what Spears writes
as to the effect of these nd other laws which were to follow;
" The 'jnerioan colonists had been rapidly develop! n- the
.American habit of doing what they happened to believe was right,
regEtdless of the law in the q.q4 and they calied, or v;ere to
call, this habit an appeal to the 'higher law'"/'^
Thus the British i<avig»ition Lav/s served as an incentive
to Increase colonial commerce to sach an extent that by the
time of the iievolation more of the inhabitants of the Uew .ungland
states were engaged in shipbuilding and sailing of ships than
in agriculture. The laws made lawbreakers and smugglers of the
\ colonists. xj^jOQ
This sraaggllnp- resulted in a direct loss of revenue to
the British to tlio extent of £ 10,000 per year on tobacco alone.
The robbing of rivals was sponsored by payment of bounties by
some nations. Freight costs grently inore sed and it bee me
necessary that vessels of all nations carry cannon for pro-
tection.
Let us consider some of the principal trades in which the
vessels of the colonies were engaged previous to the V/ar of the
Revolution. There were tv/o trades which occuiied the foreground
first, whaling and second, slnve trading. The oil and whale bone
were of great value* In the whaling trade there were ^reat
<') John iv. Spears, op.cit. p. 48.
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profits, and opportunity for promotion and adventare for all
who were connected with it.
Now let as turn oar attention to the slave trade. Between
1585 and 1673 six monopollBtic oompanieF v/ere formed in Zlngl^d
for the part)ose of controllinp: the African slave trade. But in
1698 parliament opened that trade to all. The famous voyages of
the Americans in which they exchanged rum for slaves at great
profit and the conditions of the industry in general are not for
us to consider here, hut let it suffice to say that slave trading
was one of the most profitable businesses engaged in by American
vessels.
C. ij^ents Leading to the xvevolution
V.hen the Navigation Laws were rigidly enforced the Araerie
oan colonies began to feel thear effect greatly, i^et us examine
oenditions in the eighteenth century. "rorr 1700 to 1767 the ships
of England, France, and Spain were constantly molesting each
other; it was a period of struggle for control of the comr.erce
of the New " orld. The "-Jnglleh not only looted Trench vessels but
also neutral vessels of the Dutch. Under that law of 1756 neu-
trals were forbidden to enter any trade in time of war from v.hich
they 7/ere excluded in time of peace.
The privateers of Ilnglauid found an exccllenT. opportunity
to serve as informrm and often seized »raeric9n boats and report-
ed thc^ for evasions of the Navigation I^aws. This is an excellent
example showing the Jealousy of 'England's l^erchantipen. V/e are
told thrjt the role of these piratical privateers as guardians
of the law was supported by ^^nglish courts of admiralty.
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An exeellrnt example of thio 8itu.ation la the affair of
the Oaspe', i^ieutenant Dudlngston in 1772 ohased the pao^iet
"Hannah" which he demanded stopped so that he mipht board- her
and searoh her* Captain i.indse7 of the Hannah ' knew he would
"^BDOil his passage and lose his tide" were he to stop ao he
continued on his way to i'rovldenoe froBi I<ewport. The (Jaspe
'
chased the "Hannah' and grounded* \t nipht a group of Providence
men assembled and attaCived and burned the iJaspe' haring dis-
guised therrselves as Indians* The Providence merchants by this
act were declared to be "levying war against the king". This
mob is re'illy representative of the attitude held bjr the entire
group of seafaring people of the colonies with relation to the
enforcernent of the Navigation Laws.
The privateers which developed during the period previous
to the ivevolition were the only naval protection of the colonists
during the .^evolution. It is roughly estimated that more than
on» 1000 imed ships were sent to sea by -jnerican ov.ners to
seize the merchantmcT. of the enemy and that 733 3ritiah ships
were o:iptJred and of this number 559 were brought into port*
On the other h nd, the British are said to have captured 904
American ships • John xi* Spears claims that our losses far out-
numbered our gains and that American inaeoendence was not
forwarded greatly by our privateers.
There were few ships afloat under the .American flag at the
olose of the iievolution but those we did have were f^r superior
to the vessels of our colonial merchant marine.
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II « The I'.erohant r.arlne of the Jnited states .'.fter the
\ohlevemcnt of Independence ^
Grov;th (This section deals with the period from 1789
through 1660)
1. Early ".nterprize
At the time of the formation of the Consti tation in 17^9
the registered tonnfige of the United States engaged in foreign
trade was l-<d7^,Q?7 tons. In the next nine years 1* incre^ sed 284
percent due to favorable legislation and the warfare in Zlurope
which nsde in poaslble for us to enter into v;oild carr/ing trdde
profitnbly. e came to ocouoy a position once held by ringlbind
and the l.'etherl'^nds . ?rom 1797 to 1807 our tonnage increised
from 597,777 to 848,207. 1807 to 1827 shows periods of decrease
not.bly in 1811, 1814, 1818, and 1825, A recovery occurred in
1827 giving us a total tannage of 810, 000^ this was folloved by
a rapid rise to 3,462,000 in 1867 and 2,64^.,000 in 1861. In 1861
the maximum tonnage enrolled in foreign and domestic commerce
and fjshing was 6,539,812 while Cngl-md's total tonnage was
6,896,269. The tonnage belonging to all other nations was
6,800.767 tons.^'-
uith these figures in mind let us consider the various fac-
tors vhich account for then. As to the conditions of .jnerican
shipping at the close of the Hevol ition there seems to be a
considerable diverp-eno^ of opinion. V.illia J. Abbott re lorta
it as being In a reasonably prosperous condition. John a.
Spears reaorts only a few ships flbl- to be put in co'^nisai on,^"^
L. W. Wfiucwell reoorta that American carrying trade h^d bren
^'VDavid .. \.el''9» 3ur Merchant I^arine, pp. 8-9
^ Story of our I'erch'int I^arine, p. 14
(j> ta>ry of "he 'imerl can I^erchant I'arlne, p. 99
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praotlcally destroyed. l!any captains had registered their
boats v/ith foreign coantries to prevent seizure and vvd have
no exact estimate of ihe registered tonnage of the Jnited
States at the close o the hevolation,^'^
The fact that the l^evolution had ended in and in 1789
the total registered tonnage was only l'd?,&?7 tons leads us to
helieve that no great increase was made previous to the
adoption of the Constitution, iierious hu-^iliation had to he
faced in th.>at the British ports were jII olo^ed to jnerican
shipning, thus deorlving it of a commeroe of an estimated
value of v2, 500,000 per year with the -est Indies alone, an-
other condition that kept the new country from making rapid
progress was thd lack of government pro'.eotion and the petty
jealousies among the states. The Critical -u^eriod of Ameiican
Kjatory is marked by hostile legislation of the various states
against e ch other. This latter difflcilty was overcome only
when the nev/ government under the Constitution was set up.
The Interests of shipping were then considered.
During all this period hovever^ certain ver,^ definite steps
had been taken that showed the aggrc aei veness of the Americans
on the aeg. In 1784 the 'Empress of China" set sail from New
York City v/ith a ca:go of ginseng. She returned fifteen montho
later with v-0,000 profit. Other vessels nov proceeded to
trade with the Far IH.st. The fact that our boats vere shut out
from mo^t trade by IJngland did not prevent .\mrrican seamen from
looking for new routes ind markets so that by 1789 ro less than
(0 "^'iaorlminatlng Duties air4 the .Imerican I'erohant Ifarine, p. 9.
I
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fifteen Amerioan ships were in the China trade.
In that same year an example of the dauntless courage of
early Amerioan seamanship oannot be overlooked. It is the
f
Toyage of the Coluinbia, the first vessel untier the American
flag to sail around the world. Captain Srey while on his way
up the 7/est coast sailed up a river which he called the Colurabia
thus establishing a claim for the United States to territory in
that region. The voyage of the Columbia did not pay profits
to her owners but subsequent voyages by other vessels paid well.
It is a not ble achievem nt of a small Amerioan fl; et under
atephen Decateur in 1795 that marks the beginning of the
American Navy. The defeat of the Barbary pirates was necessary
before we could safely trade in the Mediterranean. European
nations had been paying tribute to these pirates for hundreds
of years. It is renorted that the British had conspired with
the Algerian oirates to prey on 'merican commerce. Portugal
had been protecting her trade by the use of warships and the
convoy system and she often afforded support to jne. ican I'er-
ohantmen in the Tediterranean. In 179? the British stepped in
and made a treaty betwr en Portugal and Alg*ria to the detriment
of American vessels. Our consul at I<isbon heard about this
arrangement which he declared "a hellish conspiracy" against
ilaerioan shipping, oo it was in 1796, that instead oi paying
tribute to the pirates' of thia region^ we sent a S" ill fleet
under Decateur which succeeded in conquering them and winning
oonsiderible respect for the new United States Oi America.
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2. Conditions in the first part of the Hlneteenth
Centmy leading to a Seoond tVar for Independehoe .
The agressions of the British II iVy In seizare of vessels
and cargoes, ^^nd in the impressment of seamen finally aroused
the Americans to open warfare in lQli;i, This is common kuow-
ledge to all, bat let as delve a bit into the years previoaa
to the final declaration of war.
There has never been a complete c^loalf^ tion of damages
done to American vessels either by the French or by the
^i^nglish. The fiict that England and France were engaged in a
great war left as a good opportanity to develop oar carrying
trade and with the seizures and confiscations of oar vessels
In large numbers and the i pressment ol our 8eamen_j^we demanded
freedom of the seas. t first the spoilotlons by the ?rench
were lurgely due to anarchy prevailing during the Hevolution.
But when llngland ordered that neutrals were not to go to
French ports with cargoes and Napoleon b/ his Becrees provided
for seizure of boats bound for enemy ports we found ourselves
in a peculiar dilemma, fly 1803 T^nglish vessels were invading
American waters in large numbers in order to compel the United
States toabide by the Orders in Council.
Conditions were such that no trade was safe and in 1607
the Non-Importation ct was pat into effect having been
postponed a year durlnfT which fruitless ne^tiations were
attempted with Englund followed by the proclamation ol the
British requiring all their officers to enforce the right of
impressment in relation to all neutrals. On December 17 the
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. Cabinet of the United States led b,, Jefferson agreed to a
complete embargo, oo Jefferson sent a message to Oongress
argln;^ this rneasare. -.s '.iinthrop L. I'arvin tells os^this was
purely a war measure which Jefferson pressed on the coontry
as an alterrutiye for war which he abhorred. The British
seiaure of the ' :Jhesapeaice ' off Hampton xioads i^ 1B07 was the
psychological time for declaring war bat Jefferson was a
T)eaoe loving man and it rernained for his saccessor to declare
(i)
war on England.
Jefferson's Bmbargo forbade United States vessels to sail
for foreign ports but still permitted coastal shipping. This
latter was stopped the following January by excessive charges
for bonding cargoes. The United States did not suffer iS
severely as rripht be exoected aue to the fcxct that hundreds of
vessels engaged in forei^m trade did not come home becaj.se
anchorage in home oorts meant idleness. The rep;istered tonnage
fell from 848,307 tons in 1807 to 769.054 tons in 1608 and
foreign commerce fell from ^246,000,000 to v'79,000,000 in %he
a)
single year of 1808. The Act: aroused greatest opposition in
New ISngland where it was defied openly and by 1809 the
federalists in Congress obtained a repeal and substitution of
a Non-Interoour»« Act. Seizure of American vessels continued
however, and on Tune, 18, 181<i war was declared against England
for the primary purnose of the protection of the rights of
\merloan seamen. Winthrop L. Marvin writes tht^t the Lteolara-
tlon of w.tr was delr.yed five years too long. The Bmbargo had
c/'The .mei lcan ferchaJit I'arine ,p,112
.
1^
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ruined many and on the other hand had done nothing Berloiis to
Injure either "^ngl^nd or France.
g» Conditions following the V.'ar of 1812
The '"ar of 181:- is often looked upon as an unnecessary
event but it is a wonder th:t it did not occur before it did
and that we were not at v;ar with Prance as veil as Ingl nd.
Our people were essentially maritime and any depredations on
these raarttirae interests v;ere bound to arouse the ire of the
people- Peace was restored in 1815 and the forward©* move-
ment of the American I'erchant I'arine began anew. In July
1815 a commercial treaty between Great Britain and the United
States provided for the removal of all discriminating duties
against British vessels and products in the ports of the
United -tates if coming from British ports, suid on the vessels
and products of this country in ports of '^gland if coming
from the United States. This reciprocity was really an opening
up of our ports to British shipping but Britain still held
control of the est Indies trade. The ultimate result of this
measure was the flooding of the United States with British
goods due to our low tariff.
But in 1816 Congress forbade British boats from anywhere
from which Amerionn vessels were excluded and in 1817 Congress
forbade the importation of goods from any foreign port, except
In American vessels or In the vessels of the countries from
goods were being Imported. This^act WaS not to ^ply to
countries that ilscrimln te against bouts of the United

otates. ..e note that by the beginning of the third deo:de of the
nineteenth century^ the United ta^shad made a very good bid for
world aapremacy v.ith a registered tonna^are of over 760,000 tons
and we v;ere carrying 90 percent of our goods in .^jnericon vessels.
4. iPrivateers and the ^lave rrade
The story of the Privateers in the early nineteenth century
is really the story ox the strong taking from t'^e weak not only
proTicrty but liberty and life. John xl. Spears points out that ht
the influence of the Privateers has been greatly over estimated
and that if true accounts of their lessee v/ere to be obtained it
would over-shadov their gains by a conBldcrable anoant. Never-
thel^BB, I think that the pld5iresnue enterprizes into which they
entered make otorlee of their esoapGdes very intereutlng.
The slave trade of this period is a blot on our escutcheon
thet never can b obliterated. ?he prohibition oi v-^lisye trade did
little to stop It, but rather added more to the horror of the>
voyages of the slaves themselves. L hlps of speedL vere necessary
and the swift privateer boats and Baltloae "Uppers, of r.hlch
more will be 8«ld later, were in denr;nd. .'he Have trade is a
deep humiliation to any Anerloan who reads about it. It was not
until the :ivil .<ar Blockade that the traffic was stopped.
6. V.hal 1 ng and PlBhlng
During the period previous to the Civil V.ar the whaling
fleets were In their greatest period of prosperity. By 1Q75 the
annual product of the whalers exceeded v6t^00,000, but the great-
est years were those from 1854-57 r^-hl oh f>-"ve ^v.e estimated return
of v51,06.'' ,659. The develoomentr. of nnothor Industry resulted ' p
a branch of the whillns?- Industry- the seal humting. \ haling has
o'P'Btory of the" American Terohnnt Marine ', p. 177
(A) Op. Cit.,p.-0.'!.

oeased to be of importance in oar long list of industries and
sealing is regulated by law. The glories of both are gone but
we inust give some recognition to the whalers, their courageous-
ness and perservance cannot be ignored.
Deep sea fisheries reached their frreatest tonnage along
with whaling vessels: 175,205 tons 185.':
19.^,459 " lQ6c
157,579 " 1S63
100,4.'36 • ld65^'^
As early as 1792 an Act was passed by wongress which provided a
bounty for fishing vessels. Under this lav/ the owners, of vessels
employed in^cod fisheries received a bounty of $1,50 per ton for
every ton over 20 and under ?0 and ^2.50 for every ton above 30.
Great increases were made in the tonnage of vessels engaged in
fishing subsequent to the repeal of this lav in 1807. In ISir^
Congress provided «? bounty of .)2.40^ for 20 to CO ton vessel? and
$4. do for vessels bringing in a cargo of Q¥or .?0 tons or over.
In 1819 the bounty was increased to $•''•50 per ton-this was the
Golden "ge of Deep 3ra >^isherles. In 1858, due to sectional jeal-
ousies, the bounty was renealed. By 186.'^ the decline had set in
due, in part, to the depredations of Confederate cruisers; but even
after the Civil war the decrease continued and the fishing indus-
try came to be concentrated in a few large ports. At the opening
of the twentieth centigry the tonnfee of fishing vessels began to
move upward
•
6, Packets and Clippers
The tvo most important results of tlie War of 1812 on i\merioan
ocean borne oomrrerce were: (l) -American ships were iree to sail
the seas unmolested. iZ) i^ea-fariii^^ people hua become more agres-
Bive; it meant that .\merican shipping was Ao longer struggling
for mere exlstance ,but rathei it wns struggling for eupremaoy.
Ci Winthrop u. Marvin, op. ol t. ,p.317.
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The Tr>^ns-fltl .ntlc Service whe m- de possible by the ?ao*:et
Lines the e^^rllest of -hlohvKS the Blaolc Ball Line established
1816 and carrying on for twenty-nine years meting a total of
116 r^iind trips and cerrying 30,000 paesen^ers. The owallowtail
Line, Dram i tic Line, l^ed -itar Line, and six or seren others
were estiblj shed. The Paciiet oervice was controlled by the
city of Sew York ^ind we ifeS^ that the boats engaged In this
serrlce were not only increased in size bat were much more sea-
worthy, -^rora this oerlod onrard to the die pi cement of oaovas;:
by ste- every Aoerioar, was proud of the records of vessels
Bailing un; er his flag, r.eoord voyiges were the subject of maoh
argument as was the size of the vessels.
The building of Clippers was begun abcut the mladle of
the cent iry. Their construction ,and that of other boats as well,
was greatly incre aed to meet the demands for transportation
after the discovery of gold in California und in '.ootralln. All
nations ordered shine from oar shio/ards. An outstanding vessel
of the raid-century period was the clipper 'Dreadnaught" whose
record voy^^ges are \ orth noting.
xiiverpool to liew York-li356-14 days 8 hoars
1859-13 d ys 8 hours
IbCO- 9 diiys 17 hours
This run was from Bindy 'look to .ueenstown.
The clippers were built largely for the exclusive trade
of Tierloan ports bee use only jnerioan vessels were permitted
to engage in oo istal tr :de. ^Inglishmen resoected the AMrioan
skill in seananehip and were MM^iv^illinp- to s^y so in no an-
oertain terns. John K* Spears quotes from the London Camrler
of 1836 giving the following cxoerj^t:
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"That the ships of the United States of 'jnerlca that
frequent the ports of England are stated by several
witnesses to be superior to those of a similar olass
amongst the ships of 3reat Britain. The commanders
and officers being generally considered to be more
competent as seamen and navigators, emd more uni-
formly persons of education than the com'^.anders and
officers of British ships of similar size and class,
trading from England to America.
'
In 1849 the British Government repealed the Navig tion
Laws so that merchants were permitted to buy 'me lean ships and
to let them enter all trades of the United ii^ingdom. But it is
not the boats themselves that are to be considered as the big
fiotor in this race for ocean supremacy. It is the crews and
the at ficers. The men of the "jnerican Merchant Marine are well
described by John K. Speara :
"He who had hiindled ships among the rocks of the Shet-
lands or lanced whales in the Northern Pacific or had
Bkiramed the sands or Gape Hatteras, in order to learn
the arts of the sea as handed down from the beginning-
he was the master mariner evolved by two hundred years
of battle with the sea tndi its peojjle who made th-" , .
American flrig supreme upon the seas of the vholr world.
7. Introduction of Steam and Iron
Vie are inolined to credit ourselveti, not without protest
from ^^nglnnd, with the invention of the steamboat, the adaptation
of the screv' method of propelling vesaels, and the invention of
the triple*, expansion engine, yet linglund used these inventions
to far greater adv^nt^.ge than we did. Her early use of them
won for her commercial mistery of the seas. Up until the advent
of the V/orld V<ar we had allored our I'ercintlle Ii^arine to prao-
tioally disappear from the world of trade.
It is Interesting to note exjctly what use we did maice of
steam. It was in lu06 that the "Clermont" .;as bulit in Mew York
( ') Op.olt. p. 23
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under the direction of i.obert l^ulton. She was fiirnished vlth
engines by Y/att. As early es 1825 there were thirteen steamers
engaged in tmde and passenger service on the Hudson river in
the stnte of New York. At an early period attention v.'as turned
to the possibilitj" of crossing the Itlanic under steam. Tt was
in 1819 that the "Lavannah' reached Liverpool pait under sA41
and part under steam. Tt vvys believed at that time that no boat
oould be built that could carry enoup^h fuel to provide for a
passage across the Atlantic. The year of 18.'^6 marks the entrance
of England into the Trans- \tlantl o trade by use of steam. The
''Sirius ' , a steam driven boat of 700 tons and ?k,0 horsepov/er,
sailed from England in that year. Three days after the "ftirius"
sailed^ the "Crr.eat V.e stern" carrying 140 passengers sailed from
England and arrive^ on this side of the ocean one day later
than the "3irius \
Then followed the period of the subsidizing of Trans- Atlantic
lines. The Cunard Line of Great Britain received^ 2,295 per voyage^
this wos later increased too^81,000 ner year. The entrance of tlie
United States was in 1847 when the Ocean oteam Navigation Oompsny
was organized and given a government contract to carry mail from
New York to Bremen. This Company carried on for two years but fail-
ure to rener the contmct ended in bankruntoy for the Conpany.
The Collins Line was the most successful of the .American
subsidized lines. Ir was meant to compete with the Cunard Line
and received an annual mail subsidy of $858,000. The four boats
of the Jomapny were the "Atlantic", Pacific", Arctic", and
"Baltic". These boats were built for speed and were run
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to their utmost capacity resalting in much money being used
for repairs. The eastward voyage from liev; York to Liverpool
was made in nine days and twenty hours "by the " Atlantic" and
in nine days and thirteen hours by the "Baltic" • The boats
were known to malce the westward trip in eleven days, ten hours,
and twenty-one minutes. A statem'='nt was made b. the Company
that during: a certain period of its history the cost of opera-
tion of a single vessel was c^68,000, receipts ,#51,000, loss
C'11,000 per voyage. In six years from the date of its organ-
ization the Company went into bankruptcy due to a series of
misfortunes and the withdrawl of the subsidy.
B. Decline
It was between 1846 and 1860 that the deep sea tonnage
of the Jhited States was at a maximum. In 1854 during the
Crimean Y/ar we built the total amount of 60,000 tons. In 1855
we built 381 ships tind barks and 1^6 brigs of which 65,687 tons
were sold to foreign buyers. The total registered tonnage for
that year w s 58.'^,450 tons. But by 1856 our loss of primacy
on the seas had alrendy set in so v'e cnnnot lay all cause of
the decline to the Civil Var. In 1846 we carried 81.7 percent
of our imports and exports and b./ 1860 the amount had dro-^ped
ft:
to 66.5 percent. It is easy to see that both of these decreases
OGCirred Ion? before aonfeder!jte orujsers like the ' Uabama '
started t eir campaign against nor^^e^n com-neroe. However the
fact that during the years of 1861-65 751,595 tons or one-third
;)Willi8 J. Abbott, op.cit. p. 83.
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of the entire northern fleet was sold or registered under neutral
nations «annot be over-looked.
Ho historian disagree rith the fact that the Civil V ar
was a factor in thr decline of our IJer chant ITarine hoth direct-
ly and indirectly. The heavy taxatjon, the destruction, and the
conversion of mercharit vessels into war vessels played a part
in mailing: for a greater decline than would havr been liiiely under
ordinary circurastances. The decline v/as also due to the supplant-
ing of wood by iron and sail by steam. As early as? 1860 as much
as 30 percent of British shipping was built of iron, whereas the
United States had nowheres near that amount.
The appearance of the Confederate privateers doubled insur-
ance rates and although the Confederates had only nineteen cruisers
at sea^they managed thoy manmae ti to capture 257 northern vessels.
The advent of the Civil Var gave the British the same ad-
vantage as Vf'e had during the days of the Kapoleonio struggle.
Furthermore, the United Ltates lacked exoerlence in *he building
of iron clads which were now beginning to be demanded in no small
amo unt.
Even pyeviouK to the Civil .<fxT there hid been !i transfer
of American capital from maritime to internal development, l^rom
a registered tonnage of 496, 894 tons in 1B61 ve find in 1866
(I)
that we had nearly 1,000,000 less.
""Cmory K. Johnson, Ocean and Inland nVater Transportation,
p. i:78.
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C. Condi tione In the lost Half on the Kineteenth Centory
1, Keasons for Slow BevlTal
The reasons for the slow revival of the v^erioan Merchant
Marine following the Civil ^ar seem to "be best expressed when
listed in the following manner;
(1) Fundamentally the slow revival following the
CiviJs War is due to eoonomio conditions, n mely, a di ersion
of capital to other fields^ chief of which was the internal
development of the country.
(2) The privilege of re-admitting ves'seSfe to t - United
States registtiy that had been transferred to foreign flags
during 1661-65 was refused, this did not hive the desired effect
of stimalit nf? building as was expected.
(3) The Civil * ar revenue tax on shipping was not re-
pealed until 1868.
(4) 1872 marks the late date when shipbuilders were
permitted to import duty free the materials for building wooden
ships and it was not until 1890 t at maieriqls for iron ships
were permitted free entry,
(6) Liberal mail subsidies were not adopted until 1891
and the aid given to 4wp foreign shipping interests by their
governments ra?de greater com etitlon for us,
(6) 3ngland had plenty of iron, plenty of coal, and
waB a better producer of m ichinery; and even by 1870 the Jhl ted
States had only ?> percent of the iron tonnage of the world as
against 82 percent flylne the English flag.
^liTiinory Johnson, op.clt, p. 278.
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(7) The higher wage soale and the higher operating
oosts of American vessels "became a factor.
(8) The whole sea-faring population acquired new in-
terests daring? this period and there was less inducement for
men to go to sea.
The faot^the .\raerican Merchant Murine had begun to decline
even before the Civil Viar shows thaj^ its condition v^as due to
natural development. It is often unpleasant to face the facts
of the situation, but when the .American irerchant Marine lost
command of the sea the British gained it and this was due to the
working of the ancient law of the survival of the fittest.
2. Important Developments of the Period
T have been concerned greatly with what we did not have
followinj? the Civil V.'ar; now let us consider in what ways the
United States wss represented on the ocean. The Inman Line was
started in 1850 with two vessels maintaining a regular service
between Liverpool and Philadelphia and by 1857 a fortnightly
service was inaugurated between Hew York and Liverpool^iThaiS
Increased to a weekly service in 1860 and In 186? a service of
three times a fortnight and In 1866 to twice a week in summer.
The Inman Line was originally a British ^ine and operated as
such until 1866 when It was purchased by /jnerioan capitalists
and continued to operate as the Inman and International ot©am»^ii
shlpi Company. In 189^ the name of the Company was changed to
International Navigation Company. The \.hite otar Line was estab-
lished In 1870 and In 18'^.'^ the Amerioan steamship Compaay.^up-
ported by Pennsylvania Lailroad interests. This latter
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had four steamers by 1875 in the Philadelphia-Liverpool trade.
These vessels passed Into the h nds of the International Wav—
it^tion Jo^ipanji which in tarn sold them to the CJovernpient in
1898. The contrast between our deep sea tonnage j.nd coastal
tonnage daring this period is as follows:
Table I
Steam -'leet oi ^aited otates \P
Foreign Trade Coastv^ise
1866 198,289 tons 880,223 tons
1879 156.323 " l.OOO.OOOf
1896 264,898 " 2,000.000 "
19ut> 696,737 4,06b,^j5
In general we may safely say of the period Just under con-
A,
sideration that jncreases in coastal and laJLe comneroe were due
to the demand tar ships for transport .tion of products or for
passenger service.
(1) The South sent cotton, tobacco, and farm prodaoe
northward. The IJorth sent manufactured articles southward.
(2) The demand for ships for part of the trip to the
V/est was taken csre of by lines of vessels runnin.? from northern
seaports to Galveston, Texas where people coald m-.Jce oor.nections
with the Southern Pacific Riilroad.
(3) ij.'ike steamers were built to carry or<$a found in
that region.
(4) Goal companies sought cheap water transport tion for
their product either in ste mers or barges.
In fact it would hardly be amiss to say that the majority of
ship lines were extensions of the r>iilro ds. The overseas trade
Was also ct^rried on to no small degree by ships owned b. r- ilrod^^.
either outright or controlled in many cses by interlocking
Ci)John R. Spears. )p.clt. p. ^98
A
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directorates and other Indirect means. Such ships had special
teriiinal facilities. Big corporations like the United i'r iit
Connafiy and the Standard Oil Company began to acquire ships for
transportation of their products. The qaestion of the desir-
ability of such ownership and combinations wilx be taten ap
later in this thesis.
D. The Spanish ar and the jaaerioan Merchant Marine
?he ar between Spain and the United .-tatet* m« de it ne-
cessary for the United States to supplement her nayy by use of
most of t^elarge merchant vessels as auxiliary cruisers. The
United States was successful in defeating Spain though at the
opening of the ar we were very short of transportation
fiollities on the sea. It w-s neoesst.r, for the .government
to taice over seven ships from the Atlantic Tranbport LinetJ.
These ships were ren-.med with the names of Civil v>ar generals.
The war brought home to the United States a cleor idea of its
weakness in l^erch nt Marine in 1898. The carrying out of nem-
tr ctlity rulings threw the United States on her own resources
in providing for (l) an^ auxiliary navy {2.) a transport fleet.
Four boats were obtained by the Government about a week before
war was declared. They ere armed «nd sent southward, your
ships were also taken from the iTorgan xiine, these boats had a
speed of 14.5 to 16 knots. Three of the four were to be part
of a squadron which as to attack the Spanish Coftst but this
j^revented by an early peaoe. Boats were obtained from the
..'ard Line^ lied D Line, Old Jdominion Line, and in addition to
i
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these a large flf et was obtained "by charter or purch:.se that
served as transports.
Winthrop L. !v!arvin makes the following statements that give
an excellent pi ct ire of the condition of oar "erohant Marine
during the war period. The Spanish ..ar showed that the United
States did not have a large enough I-'erohant Marine to J)rovide
the indespens auhle naval reseive for even a brief conflict with
a third rate power. The war also brought an awaicenln^ to the
fa4t that a merchant marine is of considerable military value.
The United States auxiliary navy was 123 ateamsrs most of lAiioh
were built and purchased elsewhere. However, the fighting
cruisers were all of American construotion. The United States
Merchant Warine s iffered no greai loss and our cralsers msnaged
to capture between twenty thirty vtfssels of the enemy.
The results of the war stimulated the building of navel tonnage
but had little effect on Weroh-mt Marine construction.*^
^tte Spanish '.merlcan V'ar the United States acquired grewt
naval bases in the Pacific and CJarribean and still more importan*^
the War made desirable the Panama Canal which cuts 10,000 miles
from the trip from ocean to ocean by way of Cape Horn. By 1916
the American (Jovemment had forestalled any ioreign attempts to
build rivel waterways by the rqtiflcition of a treaty with
Nicaragua. V/e were to pay to thit country )v5,000,000 for the
sole right to construct a c inal there. The subsequent oonstruo-
tlon of a Cinal through the Isthmus of Panama in no small way
Op. c»t:, p. 420.
>' Herman i*. Urafft und alter 3. Ncrris, Sea Power in merican
History, p.?43.
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acted as a stlwalaa to \merl can coastal trade.
The conditions in the early years of the tv^entleth century are
worth not'* ng since they give an indication of the trend of the times.
V/e are told th.qt from 1891 to 1901 the proporijLion of deep sea carry-
ing trade dropT)ed from l^.b to 8.^, the smallest figure in our history.
This was andoubte due to the withdrawal of American shipt^ fror.
world trade for use in the Spaliish ar. In 1901 owing to the stimula-
tion o-f the V ar^ 28,148 tons of steel shipping for naval purposes were
constrycted aft^ 222,865 tons for merchant purposes. In fact, the year 1
of 1901 is marked hy the launching of moie ships than the great year
of 1855. By 1905 our total registered tonna^re had reached 954, 51."^ tons
and oar entire tonnage including coastal asNd Isbce wns 6,456,543 tons.
It is Interesting to note that during the period from 1895 to
1908 the average dividends paid on stock "rre only 2.8 and that the
"bonds of moiSt of the compsnies sold below par throughout the period.
V/hether this low dividend was due to conditions on the sea is not men-
tioned by the author who gives these figures, bat I am inclinea to
believe that it can be laid to several causes, ""he income from ships
is very speculative due to the fact that all tides of business great-
ly effect the carrying trade. This statenent applies to the steamers
run by large corporations as well as to tramp steamers. Furthermore,
we were entering into a period of excessive competition due to the
large quantities of ships being available v/hich were manned by crews
receivinpr low wajres and with a lower capital cost than ,\merican vessela
"^/lnthrop~±..~Marvin~,Op. ci t. ,p.41?.
(Ai?"raory H. Johnson, op. cit. , p. 278.
O^John ii. opears, op. oit., p. 298.
0
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's, :?ovomment Jd for the American I'erohant I'srjne
Let 113 reoapl toiiije briefly the fev. odd factt: facts thet have
been mentioned ofl prevloas pages with regards government aid for
.linerlcan shipping. Following the adoption of the Oonstitiition, the
first .Congress that met toot. under consideration the interests of
shinning, -his Is shown by the fact th«jt in 1789 the first tonnage
anl tqri ff act v;a8 passed ^ivin;? preferential rate-j to oar vessels
and irapot'ing high tonnqge taxe^ and port chargea on loreign ships.
The specific olece of legislation provided thnt :
A disco mt of tBB percent on all duties imposfli by this act
shall be nlloved on such goods, varos. and merchandise aa sholl be
imported in Vessels built in the United States, and which ehall be
v/hoily the property of a citize'- or citizens thereof, or in vessels
built in forei^»^. countries and on Tay 10, l-.st, vholly the property
of a citizen or citizens l' of the United States and so continuing
until the lime of the importation."
V^hen this lav: went into effect we were carrying 2.'' percent of
our imports and by 1610 we v.ere carrying 90 p'^rcent. ?ollowing the
V7ar of 1812_ythe systen of preferential tariffs was abandoned when a
series of reciproonl treaties were made V9ith Jreat Britain.
Brief merition is made oi the inauguration of a system of sub-
sidles by Orent Britlan to aid the newly established 3'unard Line (1840)
r •)
and that the United States by 1846 had started its first subsidy .
The tonnage taxes and discrininatory duties vere used largely for
the purpos'e of na>:ing competition easier for 'jneri can ships. However,
the principle of subsidies is a thing that mut>t be considered separ-
ately. A subsidy is a paynent from the treasury to the ov.ner of the
vessel for various purposes, aubsidienfor the carrying of mail are
the most comrqo, their object if tv^ofold, as ..ear \dmlral .o. Benson
tells us;
'*Vihi.o on<^ T of mail subventions Ic to encjourige the
maintainarce of f . . il service vith regular routen and schedules,
equally important are the ob.^ects obtained in the development of
I u p. 17 , thl8^t> '^~i sT

foreign coni'^erce and the existence of nc rchar.t vessels suitable and
available for servece as naval auxiliaries In time of war '. ('^
i.yhen the new elements of steam propulsion and the use of iron
Instead of wood vere Intrttduced, the United otetes found competition
with 32ngia.nd particularly difficilt and when England "began her sub-
sidy system we co ild but follow in her footsteps. The use of Shipping
Subsidies in the United otates may be divifed with acciracy into four
periods:
I 1845-5e( based principally on the laws of 1845 and 1847)
II 1864-77( Based on the law of 1864)
III 1891-1920 (Based on the Ocean I'ail Act of 1891)
IV 19Z43?- {Based on the Merchant Marine Acts of 1920 and 1928)
(It is with the first thre'^ divisions thrit re shsll concern ourselves
here. The present policy , or fourth division, la considered in de-
tail 1^. the last section of this thesis)
The Law of 1845 was passed because of the realization that
.\merioan lines oould not compete with foreign lines without aid. As
early as 1841, Senator Thomas B.Klng from (Georgia advocated a sub-
sidy for American ships for the purpose of carrying mails. British
steamers were carrying all the European mail which was sent it> j^ngland
and traiasljlpped. Furthermore, in 1845 a large increase in immigrants
from (Jermany had occurred and thia meant increased intercourse with
that country. The first subsidy act authorlze.H the Postmaster General
to m^tKe contracts with owners of .American vessels, steamshlns prefer-
red, for regular transDortatlon of United otates malls. The Postmas-
ter General insisted on direct stlllngs t^ Bremen which port in 1846
promised to forego tonna^re charges. V.'hen bids wero asked for, the
Goean Steam Navigation ComP^Ti became the first United S^a^es line
to be subsidized ( 1847) . It received s?i200,000 annually for twenty
trips according to v;inthrofL, Marvin. According to Jesse B. Saugstad
in th« most recent publication dealing with subsidiesdy.^) .the com-
''The Her chant rerlne-," t?.- 95.
"The
-Imerioan Her chant l!arlne",p. 288.
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^|»By«eeoelved v?50.000 : annually
f^ifooo lltn I ^'"'"^ -'Mo" ran from Ne. York to BremenV o.uuu each for a vessels v/hloh ran from Hew York to Havre.'"
A supplementary lar in 1847 authorized the oonstruotlon of five
merchant stespers to carry mtils to Havana and the Isthmus of .'anama
and three steamers to carry r,ai.ls to Europe. These steamers v.ere built
under the supervision of the navy depart^ent.Slnce the Inaurugatlon
Of the service to the
-.ntllles. we have never been without steam com-
munication to the V.est Indies. 1847 mark, the start of the famous
Collins Line which received vBdS.OOO per year for iO voyages to
Liverpool
.
The amount was subsequently increased to vBSS.OOO for
36 voyages in 185^. In 1855 President Pierce vetoed the bill to
continue the increased subsidy.
.Ul toldjn the period of 1847 to
1856^the government spent iil4,400.000 for subsidies. Sailing vessel
owners were great objector, to the subsidies and were constantly agi-
tatln.^ for their removal. Seclonalism was becoming moreand more ap -
parent. Since the shipping was chiefly owned In the Ursth and Billed
from Korthern ports and since it owed its position largely to govern-
ment aid, the cries of sectional favoritism were nov. to be heard from
many of the Southern CongreBsnrn
.
Under hostile presaa^ from the .oath ^the GoUins Line subsidy
was reduced to its original amount (v.^iiS.OOO) and in 1056 it was sug-
gested m Congress that the ten year clause in contracts he abrogated
and fixed amounts be paid for letters actually carried. As a result
of the abandonment of the subsidy in 185d the aoilins .ine was aban-
doned. the Ocean oteam Navigation Company quit soon after, and the
West Indies uine was injured but not completely destroyed, and in
1869 the tonnage launched was or^^- 156.60:^ as aganist 683.450 In 1865^
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American lines found It possible to compete with British lines in size
of ships and character of service during thitj first period of grant-
ing of government subsidies.
The second period of oubsidizlngv^.s from 1864 to 1877. During
this time a total of v6, 500. 000 was spent. In Kay 1864 the Brazil
American Line was started with a subsidy of vl50,000 per year. The ex-
pense rqs to be divided between the tv;o countries which were to have
a monthly service and the contract ran for ten years. The conpony s^ne^
to an end when the contract expired, but a few years later another con-
tract was provided. Tn 1865 a service to the Orient was authorized
and in 1867 the Pacific Mail Line was started with a vSOO.OOO subsidy
to run shipa from 3an Francisco to the Orient. A line from San Fran-
cisco to Hawaii was established at about this time but was abandoned,
along with the line to the Orient
,
in 1875. By 1880 the government
was paying out only 4 ?8.779 annually for subsidies and during that
year the United States steam tonnage fell to its lowest ebb. At the
same time the government was paying viol, 050 to foreign ooontries
for carrying Jnited :'>tates Fail.
The third period was much more definite in character. It start-
ed in 1891 and continued through the V.orld V.nr. Jnder the Ocean ?.'ail
Act of 1891 subventions fani the National Treasury were offered- but be-
fore passing the bill^the House had out one-third off the remuneratioi
provided for the swiftest and most valuable ships. Under this law ves-
sels were divided into four classes:
.21§88 ^Ize opeed Payment fo r Outward fiassape
I 8000 tons ^0 knots ^4.00 nor nautical mile
II 5000 • 16 " ^.00 *
III
-J500 " 14 ' 1.00 "
Iv 1600 • lii " .66 2/5
This Act was nowheres near as effective as was expected and only a fev^
."^ nS^^JP^"^ ^"^ Shipbuilding Subsidies'. Jesse B. Saugatad. p. 15.l^"TTinthrop L. Marvin. Op. oit. .p.391. * ^ .
r
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contraots were ever bid on. The total payments from 189*i to 19i^3
were «i^26,316 ,448. Jnder the Law pf 1891 the only important oontracte
were those of the Pacific l-ail 3ompany( Hew York to Colon and San
Franoisoo to Pansina) and the Red D Line (New Yori. to Venezuela).
No company offered to bid fox\^orth Atlantic roate at first. The
outstanding achievemen't of the Act was in giving aid to the Inter-
national Navigation Company which was owned "by .American capital.
This company had bought the British Inman Line in 1886 and was re-
ceiving aid from Oreat Britian. '. hen this aid was withdrawn and
aid was asked from Congress, provision was made in 189£ that the
company receive spl^tOOO per outv/ard voyage for weekly sailings .
In additlon^the company built two vessels in .American yards . These
were the "St Louis" and the "bt. i?aul" which were of considerable
aid to the United btatcs during the Spanish American V<ar.
V/ith the termination of the Spanish V.ar^the interest of the
country b^ia to be centered upon connerclal expansion. V.'hen it be-
came necessarji that v;e have more ships^ tjhe question arose ne to
v/hether or not they should be constructed in .imericaTi yards. A very
good aurument against foreign construction is given by I'arvin:
"Ijvery vessel built by our mechanics in our own yards means
a strentheni np- of the produc'^ve power of this nation and a lessen*
Ing in the cost of Vmeri oa'^. tonnage.'
On the other hand a statement from David A. wells reads:
"V.e must repeal our navigation laws so as to permit our
navigators nnd merchants to suoply themselves with ships on oondl-
tl onsas favorable as are enjoyed by our competitors If we «}re
to build ships our shipbuilders must be nblt to -get materials
ae ohean as the builders with vhom they are to compete.'^*'
I believe that our vessels uhould be oonstrucfed here. O.n the other
hand, in order to do thlo v.e had to lover the excessive duties on
materials for construc tl on. This was done 3n 18Q0, but vessels so
/^!..n"X^e u '^^K}' -«J^ il'erohVt Marine" p. 475.(^"Oitf Mp-i^nnnt I arlne^' p.*-09.
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constructed were to engage in coastal trade inly two months of the
year. In 191^ regsitry of ships tailt abroad was permitted providing
they were not over five years old. In 1914 the age limit was redaT?©d
to one yenr. The result of these laws on our tonnage in purely specu-
lative since the orld .^ar interrupted the normal course of events at
this point. As long as wooden ships were the vofrue our position was
safe, hut v.'ith the advent of iron we note a treraendouo increase in the
ton^ge of foreign countries engaged in our foreign trade.
3mory K.Johnson gives an excellent sum^-ary of what the United
States has done to foster shioping throughout its history to the open-
ing of the ' orld V.er. I am going to present that material in outline
form: (l) Congress has always restricted to .American registry vessels
built within the country with very few exceptions until 191*^.
(2) Coastwise and domestic commerce has been reserved for .Ameri-
can ships since 1817. In 1904 nearly 6/7 of our tot^l tonnage was
engaged in coastal trade.
(Z) Congress has permitted shipbuilders to import free of duty s
such materials as they desire to use in constructing ships to be sold
abroad and to be employed in the foreign trade of this country.
(4) The navnl construction policy of the government led to the
modernizing of y^rds and tiX. encouragement in the starting of new yards
Nevertheless, our shipbuilders c^uld not comoete with foreigners for
the world market so their business depended largely on naval orders
and oooasional demands for the local market, which always Bhowed a
marked decline in our cyclical periods of deureiJion. It Is only by
contracts for naval vessels th^it many of the yards were kept from
bankruptcy in the early n'lrt of the tv;entieth century.
(5) To aid in operation the policy of the government has provided^
(a) Light tonnage taxes and laws favoring our vessels
(b) Carriage of mlLllo by our boats v.hcnever possible
(o) Federal maintainance of lights, buoys, channels, and harbors
(d*) Covernment protection of seamen in ways thit the seamen of
all other countries are not protected. In fact the standard
of wages , food .and housing is so high that the running eMpenses
of .^erican vessels are far greater than others.
This summary gives a general idea of what the government has done to
foster shipping, respite all these agencies the United Gtates was far
behind the other . orld Powers at the opening of the ..'orld ar.
( ' 1 "0 oeaH and InTs nd~v;ater~ Transpo r tation", pp.265-id59.
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F. The Position Oooupled by the United states Her chant Marine
Prevloas to the World War
Oar iregistered tonnage in 1914 was 1,066,288 tons, V/e mast
not overlook the fact that Incladed In this amount is the tonnage
of vessels engaged In the long voyage coastal trede "by the way
of lanama and since these vessels often touched at foreign ports
they were considered as registered tonnage engaged in foreign trade.
The carriage of the imports and exr^orts of the Jnlted States
in .American vessels showed the followincr variations In the early
part of the twentieth century: 8.2 percent were carried in
American vessels in 1901; 12,1 percent, in 1905; and 8.6 percent
ID
in 1914.
The Panama Canal Act of 1912, which changed the age-old policy
of the United litates by permitting the free registry for foreign
trade to .American owned foreign built ships not more than five
years old, had no effect on increasing our tonnage because up
until the outbreak of the nar no vessels were registered under
this law. I am inclined to believe that the soul reason for
this was the higher cost of .Imerioan operation. The Act of 1914
amended the previous act by removing the age clause and the pres-
ident was given the power to suspend the requirement that all
officers on these foreign built ships be .\roerlcn citizens
and to exempt such ships from our Inspection and regulatory
laws. The United i''rult Company, the Standard Oil CoTipany, and the
United jt^itcs otcel Corporation were quick to take advantage of
this opportunity to brlntr shlDS, which they already owned, under the
American flag. However, even with this inducement many shlpu fi-
nanced by .\merlon capital were still registered in foreign
(0 "The American Merchant L'arine", pamphlet of the Boston
Chamber of Commerce, 1916, p. 1^.
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ooontries.
Officers on the vessels brooght under the unerican flag
were qui ok to demand the -jnerioan standard of wages, and we are
told that the oost of malntainance per month increased to $2,775
fromOl.ySl. The latter figure is for a vessel under the British
flag. The United States Steel Company reported a 40.54 percent
increase in wages and a 19 percent increase in the cost of food
by the changing of a single British ship to American registry.
The figures giver, above expose one phase of the position of
the United .states, but still more Interesting are the following
figures for the year ending in June of 1914. The tonnage engaged
in the coastwise trade was 6,85ld,536 tons and thiit ingeged in the
overseas trade was 1,066, £88 tons, i'urthermore the distribution
in the ownership of the total world's tonnage of iron and steel
was as follows:
47.7 percent was owned by the British r,mpire
1£. " 2 " Germany
•88.7
4.5
4.3
?.9
Scnndinavia
France
the United States
Japan
18.9 " r, ft ^^-j^ ot»^er countries
In other words 71 t>ereent of the world's shinping was in the
hands of waring countries and since we carried only 8.6 percent
of our ovi-n foreign trade we were put In a very precarious posi-
tion because virtually our source of supplies wjs out of ft due
to laok of transportation faciliti o. nVe v;ere possessed
,
however,
of a satisfactory Korth .itlanti c traffi c line as well as services
C»j The Inerl can Merchant ilarine, pamphlet of the Boston ChamJ)er
gti. aemmerge, 1916, p. 16.
i-eble Chattertin; The I'eroantile Marine, p. £44.
r
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to a.11 other parts of the v?orld. These services were adequate
for Tjormal times. The lines v/ere oharging unil'ojm rates due to
agreements either for the purpose of getting maximum rates or of
not going "belov/ a certain mini um. A few of the lines maintained
rates based on the quality of the service of the steamers - the
so-called differential rate system. The territory was divided
among the ooTi?net5ng comnaniee wnd we are told that pooling was
a coi^unon practice.
In the early part of the twentieth century the greatest
steamship lines of the vorld were the Kamburg--Afnerican and the
Korth German Lloyd; in 1910 they v.ere surpassed by the consolida-
tion of seven British and -^meriofiin linea. The company thus formed
was known as the International Mercantile Marine. It was made up
of the V/hite Star ^ine, Leyland, -Ajnerican, \tlantic Transport Lines
Dominion, British Horth Atlantic, the I^atlonal steamship Company,
and other allied shipping interests. It'ost of these compnnies were
British in name bat many of them rere financed by \merican capital.
Thus it appears that despite the leason taught us by the
3paVx*ish .Ver, during which the inadequacy of our merchant marine
was evidenced, we were as unprepared for the Vorld tiax as we had
been for the war with ^pain in ld9b.
J
P.ART TV/0
The Terohant Marine and the V/orld ..ar
I. The LTerchant i:Rrine during 1914-1 8
The fact th^t 71 percent of the world's tonnage in iron
and steel v?av in the hands of waring G0J.ntrieB put the United
States in a difficult position at the opening of the war. Our
place in the T-'orld of shipping was that of a raere bystander
since we had cultivated foreign trade only as a Buppieraent
to our natural resources and home market. However, when the
realization oame that ships v;ere needed for the United otates
to "becoTie thet carrying nation of the waring countries of ^urope
piano were made to pet them.
A, Gonrrre ssi onal Act! on
A bill hnd been passed by Congress in August of 1914
permittinR the registry under the .^jnerlcan flag of forei«^n
built tonni^e. Ten months after its passage 148 ships had .
been registered. About nine-tenths of these vessels were al-
ready owned by .^jnerican capital and their owners took advan-
tage of the new lav; to register them In t]ie United States
because they considered the flag of thnt neutral country safer
in time of war,
V/hethrr or not this Act ^passed in 1914( before the war had
started), was a definite inauguration of a oollcy to increase
our T'erckbnt Turine is difficult to deternln*^. It is claimed by
some authorities that realisiation as oomin.-: to those interested
In the development of our foreign trade that we could not trust
the carrylnp of our foreign trade to another nation. It is always
.11
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inter-^Gtins' to consider what might have happened had ^ the \.orld
War oooarred and changed the normal ooiirse of events, I am in-
clined to "believe that we would have begun to develop our ship-
ping even if the .'ar had not made that development a necessity
and given jt grejjt impetus.
The great cost of constructj on and the dearth of s}ii ps led
the V/ilson administration to suge-est the nppolntmert of e ship-
oing "board and the appropriation of $£5,000,000 for the purchase
and huildirr of ships to "be run hy the government. This hill vae
defeated by a large majority because the .\merican mind was opposed
to govern'^ent ov.'nership. T'TjQr vessels were sunk, freight rates
increased, and insurance companies refuoed to insure vessels or
their cargoes except at a tremendous premium but the hands of the
government were tied until i:ieptember of l^jil6, Sarly In that year
the administration presented another bill providing for v50,000,000
for ships, and with provisions for rqte and traffic control by
elimination of rebates and the povrer of the government to enforce
maximum ratrs and prevent discriminations. The bill further pro-
vided that a corporation was to be created to run the government
vessels if private owners couid not be found to charter them. The
bill was passed only after an amendment was made that the shipping
Board disband five years after the war and sell its holdings.
Three monthti after it-s authorization, x^resident V.ilson
appotnted members to the Board, In april of 1917 it became
necessary for a holding company to bs orrnted ana the government
through the ilhipping Board was to hold all the stock and for
that reason was in a position of authority. The Emergency
Fleet Corporation thus created, with a oapi ' al of v60,000,000
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to bill Id ships had an enormous anderta.:lng. .«'e are not inter-
ested in the trials and tribal^ tiona that aooompanied its for-
mation nor In the ^^etty quarrels among eminent men ohosen for
positions on the Board. The greatest co troversy was over the
deslrabilltj of steel or of vvooden boats. The advocates of
steel had the best argiiments and the good of the ooluH ry at
heart. They desired to balld not alone for the war period be-
cause they realized that an iron fleet would compete more
favorably with fleets of other countries after 'he war was over.
The compromise which resulted was in favor of steel but con-
siderable tonn.ge w^s also to be constructed of wood. In June
of 1917 the Shipping Board was given a fund of v^OO.OOO.OOO to
administer. 3tra ge as it m-y seem, the first Bo«rd appointed
did not cortain a single shljPbLiilder bat later when the United
States had entered the war many experienced men offered th' 1 r
servi ces.
B. The Shipplnor Board rrograro
In August of 1917 the pngram of the shipping 3o ird W iS
esB'^ntially as follows:
(1) Commandeer all vessels either of domestic or foreign
ownership under constraotlon in jeoj lean yards. This added
1,500,000 tons of partially oorpleted shipping to the American
fleet.
(2) Foreign vessels were admitted to the coastal trade.
The profits of oceanic voyages had resulted in a large percent
of our vessels regularly engaged in the costal service leaving
their customary trade. Ore .t congestion oooirred at rjiilroud
terminals where goods were piled up await:' ng shipment.
r
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(?5) oeizare of neutral carriers by control of coal for
bankers. In March about 1,000,000 tons of Datch shipping had
been thus com^-endeered but ve paid liberally for the ch rter
of these vessels and the crev/e were deoorted.
(4) Government shipbuilding was undert^Ken on a colos-
sal scale. The letting of contracts to private yards was
hindered until ves3els being built under contract to orivate
companies and foreign countries rere commandeered. Kot only
did the Shipping Board requisition these ships but also the
raterial for use in their construction. 3ut the greatest of
all developments for shipbuilding V£©e/the plans for nev? yards.
(5) The :::merv^ency Fleet Corooration estibiished a re-
or-iit3ng service and provided schools for both the deck and
engineer departments. Men betw en the ages of 19 uni 56 with
any sea experience were admitted oroviding they ere citizens.
They were given a six weeks intensive course ^nd then examined
b the Steimbout Inspection ervice. By ^he f^ll of 1917 the
supply of men thus enrolled was so great t nat advertising
campaigns to get men to enroll in these schools were stopped.
The men on the boats that were seized apparently realiiied that
their vesuels weie liable to be command- ere d and aid much
d'image to the machinery in hopes ol crif-plint, the vetjoela for
merioan service, but still lenving them in a condition that
oould be readily reoilred v.hen hostilities ceased. The ships'
logs, «ind engirife designs^ were hidden or destroyed. Cylinder
heads were oiaciced and minute partii of the machinery were re-
moved.
i
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1, The ballding of the Jnlted itatea I eroantlle i?'leet
Tt v^as realized by m.>iny even hf fore our active partici-
pation in the orld War that inefficir nty was everyv/here due
to inexperienced management. Thus it becune neceaanry to re-
arrange ahipping resources to re-^ove railro id congestion, to
control charter rates, and to fiicilitate the ttjovt^ nt of ship-
ping from Pacific to 4tl ntio waters. V.e made an agreer.ent
with France giving her a large quantity of steel tonnage in
exchange for wooden sailing vessels which were useless to her
in the war zone.
In the auturnn of 1917 '«.ar rort Boards were appointed to
discuss and plan means of preventing congestion. It was not
until we fell "back on the British suggestion and appointed a
Shipping Control Committee, which was given pov.er to divert
shipping to ports where it could best be handled, that we ex-
perienced less difficulty and confusion. It w^ls in January
of 1918 that we experienced the greatest crisis • 41,108 car-
loads of freight awaited consignment for ships. Jar shortages
resulted and snow blockades added to an already imoosaible
c
situation the net result being t nat on Janusr/ 16, 1918 ^1?
ships were tied up in ilew York awaiting ooal for buniters and
(»
even a weei: later 81 ships were still wl thout fuel.
Plans to reduce imoorts were also made and stimulation of
home production was attempted by Com^ressional at)pro ->riationB
for research. Scientific ludingi schemes for reducing bulk
came to the front.
J. iiiaaell 3mith, Influence of the Great V.'ar on 'shipping,
Carnegie Indowmcnt for Intern^ational Peace, 1919, p.:-ll.
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Let as oonoern oaryelves v.ith a more detailed analysis
of ship"bailding daring the war period. On April 6, 1917 the
United tates declared war on Jermany and at that time we had
only 61 shipyards of whioh only 37 were equipped for the
bailding of steel vessels. The number of yiyds soon grew to
?41 wi th li^84 laonohing ways oocapied. The average oonstraction
per year frora 1910 to 1916 was 450,000 tons. In 1917 1,000,000
tons were oonstaacted and in 1918 3,c;23,506 tons ani in 1919
e.SSa.eii." tons. Bat in April of 1917 545,28^ tons of British
0'
Shipping alone was lost. This enormoos increase in oonstrac-
tion was m-ide possible by the exrjpnsion of existing yards and
the est ablishment of nev yards. The Sabm^rine 3o<it Company
vd th its great yards in Kewark, ilew Jersey employed 14,000 men.
The Kerchant's ohipbailding Company of Bristol, -;hode Island
i
Fore Kiver Company at i'ore iUvei, I/'assaohasetts, tie .American
International Corporation on Hog Isl.nd, near ^.Philadelphia are
bat a few ,^f the othefs. The Ho,^? Island yard was the greatest
the world has ever known. It was baiit on 860 acres of swamp
land for whl oh the government p lid v^^OOO per acre. It was
eqaipped to baild and deliver two fally equipped 7,500 ton
^teel oargo boats e ch week bat by November of 1918 only one
boat had been completed, the aistconok". The total cost was
estlmited at 1521,000,000 bat speed was demanded in oonstraotion
and for that reason the oost v/hs raised to o27,000,i 00. At the
time of the irmlstlce one ship had left the ways bat fifty more
'k, i^ebble Chatterton, op.cit., p...£i4.
r
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were nearlng oonpletion. The fact that shipbuilding calls for
men froni almost all trades res'j.lted in each yard drawing on
all hranches of skilled labor. In addition to its own building
prograni .Ullic J. Abbott tells us that the Jnited States
^ awarded contracts to China for 40,000 tons and to Japan for
ii45,860 tjns. The Q^me author goes on to tell us that the
orogra'^ of September, 1918 provided for the building of <i,i^49
ships of wood and steel with a deadweight tonnage of 13,^1*^,717
tons; 52 concrete ships of 301,500 tons; and shi os in the pro-
cess of construction to the number of 401 with a gross tonnage
of 2,640, 223 tons.
It is a fact worth noting th:.t even previous to this
great period of construction that the Middle Atlantic states
had come to the forefront bee uae of their nearness to iron and
steel. However, the sta'idardization of he desii^n of ships
during the war mnde it possible for all the builders to draw
on all the rolling mills of the nation and the boiler factories
even as tar as Ohio were oilled on to send boilers for vessels
built on the co st. The shipyards were were fabric: ting plants
where parts were riveted together, ^^neumatic tools were a very
valuable asset to all shi fTbui iders. Lot only the ::?.stern and
Giilf CO St but tho estern co st bec:^re important for ship
bulldint' despite the distmoe of the latter from soaroes of
^ iron :nd steel for that inuustry.
Op.oit., pp. 535-337,
I
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Soeed in constr^iction was a big factor and the yard at
Camden, Ke'" Jersey launched the "Tuchahoe", a freight vessel
of 6,5Q0 tons in 28 days and fitted it for sea in 10 days.
The declaration of peace found the Jnited States building ves-
sels rauoh faster than they were needed due to the standardiza-
tion of method and the excellence of the organization. It is
claimed th t this ability to build vessels faster than Germany
could sink them helped fsrreatly to '^^in the war.
_C. Our Part in the o'ar on the S^as
We werr drawn into the V/o'ld Var partly to fi^ht the old
fight of Freedom of the Seas aa we had fought for it in 181|.
Let us .consider, summarily, some of the international agree-
ments presumably directed toward greater freedom of the seas.
The Declaration of London of 1909 had not been accepted in
full by all the po'vers. It did not m.ik:e absolute contr-;bund
of conper, cotton, ribber, or wool. Since these materials are
indispensable to warinfr nations it naturally resulted that they
were not allowed to pass freely^ so the orld of commerce fell
back to a discission of such qa^^stions is: What is a bloclcade?
Vr'hat is oontral:and? Do free ships mnke free -s-oods? Is ultimate
destination of commodities the governing principle in seizure?
Is retaliation Justifiable?
Our first encounters were with Great Britain on the matter
of ahippln^r goods to Germiny. '-e avoided the issue by landing
goods in Holl nd, 3weden, or Denmark so that ::ngl .nd fell back
on the old doctrine of continious voyage, or ultimate destin-
ation as a test for contraband goods.

The anno ir.ceriPEt in "'etraary of 1^15 of Germany* s inten-
tlon 'Hied vessels rithoiit warning led to an international
/i
cry of horror. 3y May of 1916 President V.'Hson secured an
agreement with Germnny th t the latter wo ild not sinrc vessels
wjthoat WT.rnlng anlesa the vessels a' tempted resistance. This
policy was held to until Janairy ?1, 1917 when our President
recplred notice of unrestricted sabnirine warfare within *.he
war zone surroanding the 'dlies* coasts. Only one ship a week
might pass to England along a specified roate. The ship was
to "be pointed in a particular manner end carry a crtificite
from the 'jnerio^in government th^t it o^iried no oontrahand
.
This note from Germ-iny was considered an insult to our govern-
ment so President Wilson severed diolomtic rel tions vith
GerTiany and we began arming our merchant vessels.
It was on Ipril 6, 1917 that the United "jt-^tes declared
War on Germany, Jd to that time ne.rly 7,000,000 tons of
shinplng were lost. The anti-submarine campiign of the United
States was organliied for the ouroose of reducing the number
of fatalities. The following plnns v.ere adopted:
^1) Buildinc^ of destroyers
(£) Bail J ng of submarine chasers
(3) Use of the convoy system
(4) Laying of the Horthern Mine Barrage
(5) i^elzure of Jermar. sh5p8
(6) Seizure of jutoh ships
(7) Glgnntic construction program
This latter led tn the Jnlted itates turning out over a
-, r.^r. ^ gross from June 1917 to 1918, thus we beoume1,000,000 tons
the greatest shipbuilding nation in the -orld.'
j|)Herman F. krafft and ^' alter B. Horrls, on.clt. pp..''44-?50.
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The convoy n./ntem was n-de ase of In d^n^^r areas early
in 1917 bvit lOBBea v.ere still app-illing due to Babmarine
attacks bo the Trans- Atl inti o oonroy system wt-Q doopted in May
1918 and led to a man^ea drop in lasses. Kaval offio* ra firut
oritiolzed this plan beo.:.iee they feared that the tterch int
narine officers could not ii.eep their stations with aocuraoy.
This fear was unfounded and led to gre iter co-ooer .tion b.^ ;ed
on respect by the navy for the men of the merchant n rino.
However, there was one drav?back to the coi voy systerr. - the
8 need of the whole convoy is limited to thet of the slowest
ship and the orrivul of n convoy at -ny oort me--^ns oonp^estion.
Voyages were lengthened d& percent.
It is undoubtedly trao th-st v.jthout the elirr.in tion of
the B-ibnarlne raen'sce .nd the ranid production of vea^els the
war mipht have turned out differently; the likelihood is that
it would hnve termimited'*'^ Oernnany as the wirier, therefore
we muBt admit that 'jnerioan sea power was a decisive factor in
the years of 1914 to 1918.
D. Our rosition 'vhen t -.e -rmistioe was Signed
Tt t ifcies b it fer words nnd few fig ires to 8>x>w our rank
amon? mnritine nations In 1918. ."ith th<^ t5ljnln*T of the Ar-
mistice and the s iriender of thr entire flerman navy at j'irth-of
Rjfth^the Jnl ted otatea beocime the second naval oower of the
"orld. coordln^T to . illis J. ;bbott^our I.^eroh'int Marine wae
aa follows: Ve had 1500 8Mt>b mn^lnj? from trmps of 1200 tone
to the wevlath n of 64,000 tons. The government 0"Tiea 570 ships
exceeding 500, 000 de>idvilght tonn tge nnd of these 469 were
6.
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ships built at the order of the "^r.ereency ?1 et Corporation*
in all the United States Shipping Board oontrolled 10,000.000
dead-veight tons of shipping?**
("Op.cit. p. 365.
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PAiiT TKHEE
Post Wax Developments
I. Position of the Jnlted States in 1919
The ye of 1919 was one of utter conf ision. Ooea^-lo ser-
vices were maintained after a fashion and rh^t progress did
occir was merely a prepar:ition for the next decade. At first
the brln^ne- home of troops fLirnished the various shipping
com-nanies and Shipping Board vessels with hj.siness. _ .But this
was only temporary, a depression w^s boan-l to occar in the
war-inflated shipping industry. In 1919 our deep sea tonnage
was e8tlm>ited at 11,600,000 tons, rhereas in 1914 it had been
but 2,000,000 tons. I'uch of this tonnage had been built at
war prices and vas m nned by the hlL^hest paid seamen in the
rorld. Should we sell these ships or should the government
retain 'he title and lease them for private operation?
The Tail juaw of 1917 provided that the Post Office depart-
ment misrht make contracts of v8.00 per ton on ships of 25,000
tons ond a speed of 7)0 knots. The only ship thrit could come
up to these requirem'^ nts was the x.eviathan and the only argu-
ment in favor of the lav^ was th'^t it would have a tendency to
stimulate the construotion of ocean liners to ra'^et these re-
quirements.
The v/ar had resilted in he Jnlted otates rising as a
f ctor in the maritime world md in the di saooearance of
Germany, as a f iotor for the tine at le .st. The qaestion be-
fore the United 3tate.^ was^ could we hold rhe position that we
hid thus gained. Oompetition with irent Britain was inevitable
L
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In all parts of the world and with Japan entering aa a factor
our place was anything but secure.
The relative positions of the important naritinie nations
before and adfter the v.orld V/ar are shown by the following table.
Table TI (\)
Helative Positions of the TaritiiTie Katj one
Befo re the ..n x After the u'ar
British Smpire ^British !5mpire
Germany: ' '^United ..tates
ScEOidinavia ^Scandinavia
Tranoe '^Franje
United Jtates "^Jaoan
Japan lt4iy
Holland Holland
Italy Spain
Austria-Hungary Germany
Spain I Greece
Greece
.
Austr ia-Hungary)
J^The British droooed from 47.7 oeroent to .'^9..'^ peramt.
"^The United itates in iron and ateel tonna^ye alone had
^2.7 percent of thf- world' 3 supply a - against 4..'^ per-
cent jua - previous to World jar.
^he Soandinavi 'in countries were stilx third but they had
,
onlji 7.7 percent.
France had 5.6 percent,
^Japan hsd 5.6 percent.
f/^ustria-'Tungary, after the war, v.^^ aevoi^ o <^ny vessels
since her entj re fleet had been aeizen by Italy.
No"' that v.'e had ti e ahliis, ahoald we attempt to run them?
In view of the situation under the Lnlfollette seamen's Act of
1915t which provided that 75 percent of the ^'f- r on "merican ves-
sels must understand com^nndB given in '"nglich and v.ith .\merioan
vessels payinp deckhands qnd firemen v45 a month, how could re
compete with vessels empj-oylng "hi nest and Topnnese at ^7.50 anff
^9.00 8 month? The following table gives i striking- picture of the
differfrxje In the cost of operating a British and on .'jnerican vesael
of approximately the SMme si:-e,
'"^.i^eble .'hattrrton.op. cl t.
,
pp. ;3J6-229.
^*^V/illiB J. Abbott, op. olt..p.r'56.
* This measure hud lonr. been demandrd by the Seamen's Jnion. It^adt
deiiertlon easier by requiring that a member of the crew be paid
half his wages at any port where he dema.Mdeu them. L^everal com-
panl'v, f)iM5n->*»d that th'^ y could not run vesseln under thl^ c>.
"TVie
-aoiilc Mill^Llne sold itn two largest vessels >o Japan.
rr
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Table III
Comoar-itive Co3t 6t l 'i^r^ll on of a British
and an jnerioiin Cargo Vesael (0
British 'JoerlCvm '^xoesa reroent
C08t Of Ship ;647.64 ^ 01. 010.1:^3 v36id.495 §6
Wages of orew per year ao,4^1 37,410 16,969 83
Licensed men's Wciges 9,490 11,86^ '^,27Z
Interest at 6^ , 38,656 60,60o il,750 56
Deoreci itlon 5/a 32,382 50,507 18,1*^5 56
Insar^inoe 7>'f> 19,429 30,r04 10,876 56
'
lie p» Irs 12.0C0 14.400 2.400 20
Total vl32,5b0 ^^05.091 ;72, 511 54.7
II, yethodB Suggested for Maintaining tha nt
In view of the t".ble given 'bove it wo aid seem that an sl-
moBt InsariTJoant ble obatQcle wlib in the way of saocesafol
opertition of American raeroh nt vessels with suoh ooiiditions of
oomoetition td meet. Ho' ever, the following methods hive been
suggested to !iid ^raeri cnn shlnping and make an in o rt for
these differences in cmital costs and coats of constriction.
(1) lisorlmlnatory duties.
{^) i/overnment lonns to ballders nd oner^itoro m iking
nosHlble the borrowing of money nt low rates of
interest.
{?) Payment of bonuses per ton to 'merican bulldera
for sneoifled kinds of vessels.
(4) Government ownership of vea^^els which m^y be
chartered b/ private owners for operation.
(5) iibaidies in Vfirious forms.
J. Huaaell .-T.ith makes the following comment . relating to the
foatering of a I'eroh .nt T'arlne un^ er adverse oiroumatHnoes:
"There is nothing imposaible at all nb")Ut nations kee^^ing
their ahlioe indefinitely 'ind o )er tln^? them ii' they will nt a
cash loaa Just ..s they now o ^ernte warships or a smMll nost
office; or as a 1 vrge r llio>d system operates a SB'ill un-
profitable branch line. '
Vie also gether from the s- me source that when a si imp in ship-
ping occurs due to overproduction, nnd lower rates follow
illio J. libott, loo. oit
^ *'on. oi t.
, p. 735.
<5
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leading to a depression^ there comes the q^actition of vrhich
yards shall cedse constr action. If yards having the highest
cost of constr action were the on^s to be shut down in the
world then 'he United St'^tes and Italy woald disband and Britain,
iietherlands
,
Norway, end ^ermany would continue. It is not
easy for any government to own ships and hand them over to
nrivate oomoanles for operation when rates ^re low, but if ?.e
are to continue to hold our plice this must^done. Zren with
this method mail subsidies, rrileagf> subsidies, r,nd bulldiaT
subsidies are also necessary.
A, The Merchant Marine ^ct of 19£0
The Merchant Marine ct which was passed in June 1920
for the our >ose of promoting and maintaining the .American !'er-
chant Marine h s the follov.ing preface stating v;hat is to be
socomoll shed
:
"That it is necess ry for the national defense and for
the nroper growth of foreign and domestic commerce th t the
United States shall h^ve y l.erch>int I'arine of the best
equipped ond most suitable type of vessels sufficient to
C£>rry the gro ter portion oi its oom.Teroe .no serve aa a
naval or Tiilityry auxiliary in time of war or njition^tl emer-
gency ultimately to be owned by citizens of the Jnited titates;
and it is hereby declared to be the policy of the Jnited
States to do whit may be necessary to develop and encourage
the m^ Intel nance of such a I'erch'int Tarine".
Under this act great power is given to the United otates Ship-
ping Board which is directed to keep the puroose always in mind
'It had been estim-ated as early as 1917 th^t 6 to 10 million tons
of shipping would be neoecs^ry to carry 60 percent of our foreign
trade. J.Kussell omlth, op.clt., p-.'^'O.
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and Is directed to make rules and regulations and to administer
shipping laws with that object in mind.
The Aot called for a Shippinjf Board of seven commissioners
to "be appoint' d by the President and to hold office for six
years and to receive a salary of Jlii.OOO per year. All ships
acq aired by the United states daring the war were directed to
be sold to private citizens and any vessel not necess ry to the
United States ral,?ht be sold to aliens by a vote of five of the
seven members. The i nportance of this act is so well v.orth
considering that T am g'>ing to present a sammaiyof the most
important sections.
Section 7 directs the board to investigate and determine
what steamshio lines should be establl t^hed and to provide for a
•nostal service nd for an adeioate cOiStwise nnd foreign fleet.
If private citlzenr cannot be foond to maintain j= ach a service
then the Boarfi is directed to operate auch lines.
Sections d-18 provide for carrl ige of mailu^the awarding of
contracts for which is to be in the hands of Postmaster (General
sabjeot to the approval of the Board. Preference in the sale
of vessels Ig to be given to citizens who have the suoport of
domestic coramonities interested in the establishment of lines.
The Bo^rd was authorized to Inj aside v^iB.OOO.OOO ann;ially lor
a constriction lean fund for most efficient types of vessels
to be uocd in lines deemed advisable by the Board. Aid la
authorized up to two-thirds of the cost of construction. The
Board was also given charge of all aoc/vS, piers, warehousea,
and terminal facilities. Provisions vere made that no United
1
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States citizen was to buy vessels and then sell them to aliens
without the ooisent of the Shipping Board under penalty of fine
and forfeiture,
Seotidn 19 authorizes the Board to make rules and regula-
tions necessary to cairy out the provisions of the Acts and dlso
to maj:e rules and regulations affecting shipping in foreign
trade. This section is for the puroose of meeting general or
special oondl tions that may he unfLVorahle to our trade. It is
exoeoted that this will mekze for uniform rules and reguli^tions
affecting our shipping.
Secti n JO is to prevent unfair methods and unjust discrim-
inations by foreign powers against our ships or rebates by our
own oarilers.
Section .1 extenas the coastwise lavs to our territories
and possessions^ since trade of some of our i£ i^nd possessions
iB one hundred million dollars a year this should be handled
in our ships.
Section ii3 is Tor special encouragement of construction
of modern shipping. Tt exen ts from taxation the incomes of
United Jtates citizens invested or set aside in a ti ist fund
for bul .ding of veisciels.
Sectlnn ^4 reqiires that all Jnlted States malls be carried
In imerl can built >e.oels if practicable.
Section 25 provides that all Jniteo. States boato are to be
olasoifled by the merican Bureau of Shipping, an organization
comparable to ^loyds.
iVUp to 1920 it cost the Jnlted States aboat 000, 000 per
year to carry msile and v^^. 600. 000 of this was paid to
foreign ships.
f
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Seotion 28 provides that when any Amerioan shipping is
available , ore ferer.tlal freigh^i^^^shall not be give^. to imports
and exports carried over /.merioan railroads unless oach extsoi ts
and imoorta are carried in 'jnerican ships. The application of
this provision rests v/ith the Shlptjin?? Bo-ird and the Interstate
Commerce Go-^rissl on.
Seotion 29 relates to 'merioan I'arlne Insurance. Companies
or organizations providing marine int^uranoe are exempted from
the onofiition of inti-trust laws.
Section 30 has as its purnose the enco ^ragemont of the
investm'^nt of American capital in ships and shipping securities.
It gives 8;ich investments a secorit/ not heretofore enjoyed
and makes a mortgage upon a ship a priori lien exceot as to
certain specified claims.
Section ?4 directs the President to give notice of the
abrogation of provisions of certain corrT^ercial treotieslhat
hinder our advarcemrnt in the -orld of trade.
1. Gomrncnts on the Controverai il dtfcti ons of tills Act
Sections 28 qnd 74 have been open to more comment than any
other. . esley ^, Jones has mide an Interesting corar.rnt on this
Vet. \ aumnary of -is opinion is as follows: Wherever oossible
alien interests are attempting to control public opinion and
point out dangers and diff1 o ilties of Section 34. Business men
will be thre'jtened nnd profeoaors in our colleges and theorists
will flay that those who seem to be esoecially fitted or tr^inea.
to do ocean-oarrl nge should be allowed to do it without com-
petition. Previous to the war our shipping was done more
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cheaply "by others henoe we had none and our laok of shipping
oost ua hundreds of millions of dollars in higher freight rates
and basiness losses. During the war many of the ships built
were far from efficient. We do not seek to orush opposition
but we do desire to build up a merchant marine oommensurate
with our standinsr araon? nations.
Mr. ivayraond B. Stevens, former Vice President of the Jnited
States Shipping Board, comments on the lot of 19^0 as follows:
It has been prooosed that the only way in which the Jnited
States can develop and maintain a merchant marine is by discrim-
inations such IS the free use of the Panama C .nal to all Ameri-
can ships, rediction of customs duties on imports carried in
American ships, plus lov;er railrot^d frelghi rates and Ic-^er
tonnage daties, and the excl islve ise of public oil 1> nds for
Vmerlcan ships. This is merely a step b^ck to the policies of
the p St. Me have treaties with practically all countries of
the world providing for re oi pro city^ shall we abrogate these
treaties and breed considerable international ill-vill? The
opposition of the oublic to these indirect forms of aid is not
as great bec-U;;e the general opinion is that indirect methods
as opposed to the subsidy cost the oublic nothing.
Further comments on this Act are made by J. Parker Lirlin.
Shipping intereGts as a whole fear dl scrimlnntory duties for
the Same reasons they were feared by the Comrtission of 1904 which
(/)Amerlcan i^'orel gn trade Belations, \cademy of Pol. Sc., Vol.lX
No. 'd, pp. 96-99.
i»>)p. oit.. pp. 99-103.
1c
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voted against discriminatory duties five to three. on the
grounds thatl(a) 60 to 70 percent of our bulk or tonnagf in
IraportB is on the free list and aDproximately one ship in
three could gain advantage from such duties; (b) the balance
of our trade is in exports and our oomDetltors might easily
adopt a systein of reDrisals, In 19^,0 our ex orts were valued
at 4^000,000,000 greater than our imnorte so we note that the
1904 arguments would apply largely today.
Frederic B:. Coudert of the liew Yori: Bar comments that, un-
der Section of the I'erchant I'arlne let of l^ZO^onr carriers9
are favored by giving them preferential rail^vay rates. This is
a practice in -hi ch Germany engaged and thus gftar«nteed to her-
self 60 percent of her imports and 50 percent of her exoorts to
be carried in German veaaels. In the sirae way Js pe.n has pre-
vented even reilro d owned ships from oomneting with Jap-jnese
carriers. This iis not a matter involving international law.
Section 34 advises the abrog'iting of treaties; if this were
put Into effect it would result in making oioerative the c istoms
law of 191^ called the 5 percent Discount Law for \merlcan
carriers. This law was declared unconstitutional in 1916 due
to the fiiot that It was provided that the law should be effec-
tive only v.hen it did not go against treaties already made.
Since It w s ooposed to certain treaties provld ng for recipro-
city it Was declared unconstitutional.
With these four points of view in mlnd^let us consider our
(f)
'-me r lean i^o reign Trade Kelotlons, ".cademy of ^ol, r^c. , 7ol. Ia
:.'o. 2, pp. 104-110.
^jOp. cit., pp.l^4-l.'^2.
1
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policy previous to 19iiO. The Convention of Commeroe and Navi-
gation of 1815 provided for reoioroclty "between [England and the
United States In th t the same duties were to be paid on goods
Imported In vessels of the United States as In British vessels
bringing goods to the United States and Into Great Britain, '^e
must realize howelier that changes In conditions may necessitate
a changed policy; bat so far the Presidents of the United States
have refused to use the power given t,hem onuer oeotlon to
abrogate treaties. Policies of discrimination lead to retallatlo
we cannot for one moment let ourselves forget that we as a
nation are not alone Involved In foreign commerce. Ul of our
Imports are the exoorts of some other cou try md It follov;B
that all of our exports go to other powers as l'"oort8. The
safest policy we can pursue Is to provide for equal treatment
of vessels comln,^ to our shoies and in retorn demand and insist
on receiving equal treatment by the various nations for our
shipping. I am fully co vlnced thut in the lonr run we should
avoid such indirect forms of aid as discriminatory duties qnd
alirog^tlon of comrercial tre-^tles. If we muB t aid our shipping
in meeting competition we should use the direct s ibaidy system,
I make this statement lifter having considered arguments for and
against the subsidy system from all angles.
tWMalloy's Treaties, Conventions, and Intern tional Acts,
Volume I, p. 625.
(^jThls thesis, pp.
1c
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III
.
The Amerloan Herohant JLarine 19<il-1931
A. A Summary of Jonditions and Greneral Developments
throogHbat the Deoade
Some authors have suggested that we adopt, or rather continue
our laissez faire policy , or ns they call it "walfhful waiting".
9n the other hand \ inthroo L. I'arvin calls our attention to the
fact that we cannot wait, because within a short space of time our
new shipping, built at the expense of the .smericn peoole. will be
drivenfrom the ocean as it was from the^ Civil .lar to the .<orld
iVar. due to competition with the more cheaply built and mguined
foreign ships. Hot only are the shios of our competitors built and
manned more cheaply , but they are aided by enormous subsidies.
Mr. Raymond B. Stevens expresses the folloTving point of view-
we are not as much in need of government aid as we were in the
past since we can now operate ships more cheaply and also build
them more cheaply under the new schemes of mass production. He
maintains that our larger crewa and higher wages are apperent, but
that their cost is not a very important factor since it runs from
6 to 12 percent of the operating cost depending on the type of
vessel and that for oil burners the totnl labor coat is not more
than 7 to 8 percent of the operating cost, whereas insurance, de-
preciation, and fuel coats are each bigger factors. He believes
that the lack of a trained personnel is a bigger factor and also
costly repairs. He admits however, that many men of long exper-
lenoe do not belive v;e can operate as cheaply as foreign ships,
^" "}.!er chant I'^irine Policies", American Foreign Trade i.elationa.
Academy of I'ol. So,, Vol. I,.. NO. 'd PP. 140-14?. (I9i-1
)
Op. Cit. , "International Aspects of .\meri can Maritime Policies.
"
Pp. 99-10.^.
rr
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Then J. PiPker K.irlln in his article on 'Oper^iting Prob-
lems of the *jnerloan Merchant Marine ' gives as the following in-
formation. There are three fandamental matters Involved in t^.e
sacces3fa.l operation of general cargo tonnige^i (a) ^he cost of
ships must approximate the cost of competitors so thet capital
charges may be equalized. (b) Operating charges must be, or
mast be made approximately eqoal to those of any competitor,
(c) Privately owned ships mast be free from competition v«i th
government ovned ships, llr. i^irlin gives as the following t'ibl
showing relative capital costs of a vessel of jneri can con-
struction and of foreign construction both with a deadweight
(n
cargo capacity of 8,800 tons.
Table lY
Difference in Japital Costs
.-\merican ohip i?'o reign Ship
C03t price vL 540, 000 vybO,000
Capital charge
Insur-nce ^ 61,000 ?5,200
Derjreciation ^ dji 77,000 44,000
Interest ^ 6> 9^.400 5d,800
v£ri.4Q0* vl3^.0Q0
"^Excess cani t^l charge on an 'jnerican ship is v99,400per year.
From the above table we learn that to eirn 6 percent on
the investment an .American ship must make vlOO,000 per year
more than its foreign competitors. I!r. x^irlin's article waB
written in 19J1 .wd he suggests that capital charges at that
ti-^e ml fl-ht be equalised by the ohippint^ Board sellin^r vessels
to private ov/ners at lov; n rices so that they mi^jht be paid for
by their earnl-nga.
lil"OT^er ting Problems of the \merioan lierohant Marine ", \meri
can foreign Trade hel^tions, pp. 104-109.W Under the I'erohant 7'arlne .ot the Jnited otates Shipping?
Board was given authority to dispose of or to operate <i,?16
\re8sel8 of 1^^,6^6,976 tons deadweight cargo Obipaoity, Mer-
chant Marine bulletin, /ol. V, l.o,,6, Dec. 1931, p.;^.
I
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Kith suoh oonditlons to meet let us see In what ways the
United otates Merchant Marine held Its own, Increised, or de-
teriorated. Under the provisions of the 'ct of 1916 which
established the Shipping Board and the ct of ly^O vAiloh in-
creased the power of i,he Shipping Board^ 58 stenmship lines from
ports In the Jnlted States to foreign ports were estahiished.
Some have been discontinued and £3 have been sold to private
operators. The ohjppini? Boerd has been severely criticized
for some of its 0 3erations, i'rank G. i3ov/en tells us that the
United States Hall Line established during the post war boom
was supposed to have a oai^ital of vl. 000, 000 but in reality had
only vl^O.OOO actual cash. The -Jnlted .>tates Shipping 3oard
entr isted this Oomoany with eleven big vessels to begin a ser-
vice 1 et een? Nevi. York and xiondon. The Company promised to put
all the Shipping Board ships it could obt*iln into service and
to m-iintain a regular passenger servj ce und freight service
between '.tlsntlc ports, Bremen, and Danzig with Intemedlate
calls on the Channel. The IJew York-Bremen via Channel porta
service was started with the "Oeorge Vashlngton' , "President
Grant', 'Mount Veimon", "Agamemnon", and '.America". This line
finally ended in bankruptcy facing claims upward of ylO.OOO.OOO
and the subsidy of ^117,477 had also disappeared. Then the
United >tates Lines come into exl stance to o jeinte Shipping
0)
Board shins.
The year of 19^1 beggin to see sufficient tonnage in
exi stance for the reduced traffic. The outstanding event of
(lyACrntury of Atlantic Travel 1830-1920, p. 359.
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that year was a new iminlgration law that made effective the
regalcition of 1917 that i5 percent of the population of any
ooimtry might enter, this percentage was b-ised on the 1910
census. Twenty percent of each countries quota was allowed to
enter each month, as a result 230,000 passengers travelled from
!:uro )e to the Jnited States in the first six months of 1922,
The enforcement of prohibition in 1922 brought difficulties^
At first it was applicable to ships wLthin certain limits but
finally it was agreed that stores of liquor mi Rht be put under
seal while vessels were in -merloan waters. This year Has
also marked by the fact that Germany was permitted to buy back
ships at a hii?h cost because of the excessive tonnage in thf
world
.
In 19^2^ Italy toade a strong effort to develop her nasaenrrer
lines by demanding that her own passengers travel, in Italian
ships. The following year the President vessels of the Jnited
States Lines were sold to the Dollar Line and used for ?aclfl
c
service. The fact that the decrease in immigration^ due to
another act passed in 1924 bused on two i«rcent of the foreign
born population fl prured from the lb90 census^ was causing a
serious decline in earnings of passenger vessels led to the in-
troducing of "tourists' third" in 1924 on the "l^egina" which
took 6?7 paL^aengers to ^uro e in thl s class.
In 1925 the Deisel Engine wis 'ntroduced. In 19L6 the
"hite Star :.ine passed from jnerican to British ownership and
the Hamburg- \meri can i^ine was so well on its feet that It
A
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"bought oat its .American pt. rtnere, The i'remch entered into the
race for North tl-ntic Pc^ssenger Travel by launching the 'lie
de France". ' particularly Interesting fc'itare of this vessel
was that she has capacity for 500 passengefs , ..x^ travellin^j
third-class. In this snrae year the coal etriice in England re-
sulted in mich British Shlopin,'? being temporarily tied up. The
f'iot that 'he United States had an excess of vessels led to the
taking of nearly 100 vessels, most o f whi oh were built during
the war, to engage in foreign com-erce because of the v^i thdraiNCl
of the British ships.
1928 is marked b.7 the launching of the 'Bremen" qnd ''Eurooa"
which were to be added to the North German Lloyd fleet. It is
in this same year that the Chapmen interests agreed to pay the
United 3tates Shipping 3o ird )16.300,000. t'or the United States
Lines and the 'jnerican Merchant ijlnes. The contract provided
for the payment of 25 percent cash, 5 percent each ye ^r for
fifteen years with interest at 4^ percent on the balfince. The
oontryot required the operating of a service to Europe for ten
years and the building of two f iSt ships of at least 45,000
gross tons to run along side the "Leviathan" on the So ithamnton
route and for two 18 knot vesaela to reinforce the London ser-
vice. The Ooraoany .dded two big cubin shi os of ?0,000 tons and
planned to make them record bre>ikers.
In 19^8 an ;ot was passed that reaffirmed the Act of 19^0
and offered eno6uragemont for the construction of boats by pro-
visions for loner term mall o mtracta and the enlargem^'-nt of the
Construotlon I'O*'^ Fund to v^SO.OOO.OOO. Jnuer this act mnil
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oontraots have been j-warded to 31 oonpanlea. Under the Gon-
straation Loan plans approximately 70 nev vessels will "be con-
structed and 38 reconditioned. 3y December of l'J31 twelve
paeaenger and freight combination vessels had been bailt ind
eighi een are now under construction,
Ve must not forget that the cost of construction is dis-
tributed andthat at least half goes to industries all over the
United otates. Under the Act of 19^8 it was farther provided
that all officers must be .American citizens and at le>jst one-
half the crew gnd on and after Kay 19Z>^ t is fraction is
to be Inore sed to tv/o-thirds.
In 1930^ Construction Xoans were made onuer the Jones-V.'hite
Act to the extent of ;20,384,100 but in IJ^l tiiey were increased
to )28,704,786. The lirgest proportion of tonnage under con-
struction is to fulfill mil contraots under the Act of 19£8,
By December, 1931 pi:. ns for the construction of 61 nev. vessels
and the reconditioning of 35 with a total cost of vi^91 .000.000
were under way.
The following figures are from the I'erchant Marine Bulletin
giving an estim-ite of our total tonnage. The foreign trade ton-
nage was close to the 7,000,000 ton mark, we had under our flag
on October 1, 1931 the following vessels of 1,000 tons or over
excluding vessels on the (}reat L kes:
220 combl nation passenger and cargo vessels
1,136 dry c rgo vessels
6,371 tankers.
^"rerch-.nt I'Qrlne 3alletln, Deo. 1931, Vol.V, i;o.6, p.
2
jneri can Marine Engineer, U.o.J.di IJotes 7ol.27, lio.l. Jan. ;32
p. 13,
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From January to May, 1931 'jnerloan vessels engaged in
foreign trade t^aohed 18^ Ameriotin ports and l,86d foreign ports.
Daring the ten years from 1921-1931 jnerioan vessels carried
173,600,000 tons of exprrte and -^34, 500, 000 tons of ir^oorts upon
^ whloh freight was paid amounting to approxlrautely ,000,000,000.
J^uxinf^ the same period we carried 34.8 percent by v lae of our
foreign trade ind 42 percent by weighty 4,700,000 pasoengers
whloh amounto to 27 percent of all ."jnerloan passengers travelled
on imerlo^in vessels. Inuring the p^ist four years we have carried
39 percent of our foreign cargo tonnage.
In the last week of October, 1931 a gigantic merger, the
greatest In American history, took place in Jnited States Ship-
ping circles when 181 ships were brought together in one grSat
combination. The great names involved were those we hear con-
stantly todsy in shipping? circles - Dawson. iJollar, Fleishhaci^er,
Chapman, iioosevelt, raniclin plus a nev/ name^ famoas in yachting,
but not often heard as eng ging in serious undert akings, that
of Vincpnt Astor.
The re 1 son for this gre it oorabimtlon was to decide the fate
of the Jnited States i.lnes, owners and operators since 1928 of
the large Shipping Board vessels. The President of the Jnited
States Lines, V.t, Paul Viadsworth Chiipman, asked for aid from the
government in June of 1931 and in reply the United States Shlp-
ping Boird offered to sell the Uniteu States ^Ines to the highest
bidder. In \ii^"J8t they were offeied v?, 000, 000 by the Inter-
^"Vol.V, 1*0.6, Dec.'31.(^rh.>H."^^^>
J
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national I'eroantije I'arlne headed by i:.ennlt Hoosevelt and l!r,
Chcipman himaelf, having received support from the Dollar -J.ne,
Flelshhaoker interests, and Dawson interests all of the Pacific
Coast, made a bid which was close to ^'^00,000 greater than that
of the International I'ercnrntile Marine but he asKed to be re-
lieved of the responsibility of oper.tlng the 'Leviathan" which
he offered to lease from the governnent for at lesst five
schedule sailinn-s.
The Shipping Board was likel.; to be criticized which ever
way it stepped and the I. M. M. claimed its bid fulfilled all
conditions but I'r. Ghiipman maintained that he would take care
of the United States Lines stockholders under his pirn. The
fin-tl result of the situation was that the two opposing:? elements
comproniised on their differences in order to undert^ice joint
operation of the ships of the United States Lines ircluding the
"Leviathan", A new holding cormany was chartered in I cvada,
thic Company will be ov.ned fifty-fity b.y the "11 ntic "ind
Pacific groups. Non-conflicting sailing schedules are to be
worked out between the Dollar Line and the Panam: Pacific Line,
a braroh of the , V, M, The program for this big combination
is ei38entially as follows:
(1) 1 fleet 01 six lines (Hed otar, \tlmtic Transport,
xieylflnd, Baltimore I.'ail, J.ii. i.ines, 'jnei icnn Kerch«nt Lines)
will have weetcly and bi-weekly sailings on the mnin Atlantic
routes.
(2) The Dollar Linev/ill continue its service on the Pacific
with its new liner the "PriiSidenl Coolldge".
(?) The New York, P n ra'ji. Pacific Service is to be handled
by the new turbo-electric vessels of the I. M. M. and the
Dollar ulne will supplement the freight eervloe.
(
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(4) The .{o sevelt Lines will oontinae their voyages to the
Far "ast and India for jate and other products,
(5) The Leyland Line v/ill operate the South and Central
American service.
This big Jnited otates combination will find itself com-
peting with the fleets of the Standard Shipping Company, jneri-
can-Hav/aiian, I.'unson, I-atson, Oceanic and Oriental, United
Fruit, and Srace.
Along with t>iis development^we note a decline of ship-
building in the Jnited ijtatee of 40,000 gross tono for the quar-
ter ending '^epterrber 30, 1931. The greatest decline Is in Jre^t
Britain and Trelond with a shrinkage of 1?8,000 tons and for the
first time in forty years less than 500,000 gross tons were
built in the British shipyards. This sitiation leav^s the United
States only 150,000 tons behind Great Britain in constr action,
whereas previously we were 900,000 tons behind. Lloyds* register
further renorts that there are now belnp b il It fifteen large
ships in the rorld of 20,000 gross tons or over. The United
States has six sich vessels, the British four, Italy three, France
two.
Of the vessels of the United States at present under con-
str action one was Inunched at Camden on December 6, iy?l. This
is the liirgest vessel ever built in this ooulitry. Her Iteel was
laid a year previous to her launching und she will be fully
e(iuipp«d by June, ijr^E to aocomnodate 1700 passengers. She has
been named the "Manhattan" and is 30,000 gross tono with a
cruising speed of ^0 knots. A sister si ip is now under oon-
'"Time, VoI.aVITI o.18. Nov. 2, '31. p. 47,
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straotion and w311 be laonched In 195*;. 3oth of these vecsels
were contracted for by the United .:tate£i ^ines in iy30 and are
to enter the first-olaBs Bervice between Hew York, the Ghy.nnel
ports, and Hamburg, Both ships contain all modern conveniences
including telephones and a moving picture theater. The modern
stream lines of these vessels with their two lov eliptioal fun-
nels provide a distinctive new touch in Marine archite oture.
In the great merger which occurred October, 19?1 the operation
of these nev/ vessels was provided for. The construction of
these and other large vessels for the Jnited itEites service is
due to the great increase in the construction loans under the
Aot of 19^8.
Important progress for the year of 19r'l was made in the
application of electricity to the driving of ships. During the
year the "? resident Hoover" and thp"Pre8ident Oooliage ' with
a displacement 'tonnage of ?.?,450 tons v/hen loided jnd several
other veiGsels are electrically driven, ' e are not alone in this
field hovever, s France has under ooristr iction a turblneu^leo-
tric propelled vessel which wi 11 enter into the contest for the
Blue Ribbon in the North itlantic and for the laurel of being
the most magnificent ship of modern times. Cngl nd io ilso in
the rlectrio field with several vessels for combined passe ger
and freight service to the orient under conatraotion.
The use of the leisel Engine la Iso corning more tind more
to the front but as yet those connected . ith oper ating such
engines consider the field open to more Iraprevemcnt and ex-
perimentation before perfectl n will be re iOhed,
i'JThiB thesis p.SO^iiSO.
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A post war development of extreme interest is th^t of the
3e« Train Lines Tncoroor-ited. This Oonpany gets its name from
the fact that the vessels it owns are ecjaipped for carrying
freight oars loaded with goods. It hi^s been found that certain
*i goods requiring oonslderahle loading and unloading ca.n be ship-
ped more economically if the l-^rge rjnoont of stevedore labor
is done aWd.y v ith by shipping freight cars thcmsblvea. Under
the Construction Lo«n Fund the Sea Train ijines applied for aid
in building two vessels to run from Ifew Orleans to Havuna and
other Vest Indies ports. The total cost of each ve^isel with its
special equipment will approximate 91,600,000. They ure to be
473 feet long, c'-H foot dr^ft, and have 8,500 deadweight tonn-ige;
they are to be eauipped with turbine propelled mnchinery and
will have - speed of 15 knots. The louns amount to three -fourths
of the cost of Gonstraction. The vessels n.re being built at
the Sun Shipbuilding Y«rds at Chester, PennsylvaniA, The nues-
tlon of whether or not this inbvu.tlon in tr^-nsporto-tion is an
important and economical one can only be answered in the future.
The wordings of the Shipping Bo»*rd throughout the ye.i.rs
since the war gave it control of ii,546 vessels and in its re-
port published December 1, 1931 the Board is said to hold but
390 vessels only 13b of which were in active oper^ition. i?'ur-
thermore. the Bo«rd% Annual Budget of ^17,000,000 for 19^8 h«a
been reiuced to less than v^.OOO, >'>0. This report maices it
clear that the Shipping: Board is rapidly retiring from the field
of active ship operation. There la a notice-ble rise in the
propor\tion of tonnage held by pr ivate 'jnerl oan Interests.
At the close o; the fiscal ye-^r ending June 1931, 77 percent
fee
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Of the ships involving 76 percent of Amerioan tonnage was in
the hiinds of private ijnerioan interests, .s ren aired by the
Merchant Marine ot of 19ii0^ the Bo^rd in its 'innaal l.eport in-
olsided a number of recomm ndations to Congress looking towo.rd
further development of the 'jnerican I.!erohant L'arine. ;:oTne of
these recommendations have been rniide before bat have not been
acted upon. In the Fifteenth 'nnaal Keport the following re-
commendations are made:
(1) Additional regulatory authority over common c-^r-
rlers shoold be provided due to the need for j;irl st j ction over
minimum freight rates and the restriction of common carrier
servi ce operdted b. priv^ite indastries or by companies owned
or controlled by a ach indastries.
(2) The Board recommends an aatdition to the coastwise
laws to prev nt "voyages to nowhere". (Voyages ori i^in^^ting
in United states* ports and terminating in the same ports wi th-
oat to iching foreign :iorts are here referrea to,)
(3) Mall contracts should be awarded to par evaders of
Shipping Board services.
(4) ICail pay schedules should be revised to provide
for paying higher rates for ships of exec jtionai speed.
(5) Tfl-xes from incomes, the piofits fror. which are ae-
voted to new ship constraction, should h-^-ve adequate deductions
made
.
(6) I.'ore iid is suggested for certain el .ases of shins
not now benefited by mail contracts.
ji^(7) The estbblishmont of free ports is stron^Uy recom-
mended.
The conclasions of the report are reasonably ootAnistio
with relation to the shipbuilding industry of the United St^^tes
which haS been active «nd prosperous during the current ye»*r,
but many ships have been forced into idieneaa due to decreased
freight offerings.
y^lfteenth mnaal Heport of the United St«tea Shipping Board,
The T'erohmt Marine Bulletin, /ol.V, Uo,6, Deo. 1931.
^*^i.oo. cit
. ,
p. 6 and D.ii9.
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R. The ±>reaent nepreaal rrn and Ttfl ISffaot on can
Shipping
The depression in internatloniil tr«de has not been \F.lthoiit
Its effect on AiDerlo«n shipping* Decreases in shipments of
goods and the lo'vered rates have resulted in falling off in
earnings of the various oompanies and the Increase In the numher
of Idle ships eooompanied b/ oonsiderable unemployment. However,
9 depression is not without its -dviintwges in that it serves to
enforoe the utmost economy on owners and operators. Fuel and
repair bills and expenditures for supplies and stores must be
kept «t « minimum, lore OArefiil selection of personnel is
everyv/here shown, Lov.ered cost of labor uJid abundant construc-
tion materials have made for incretised construction. Intensive
advertising campaigns «re in use to secure additional p«tronj.ge,
We must not forget that these conditions also «cc^ue to our
foreign competitors und 'here;fore should more or leas be dis-
counted as effecting the operating differential. The greatest
problem, even during the degression, is to secure p«tron«ge at'
oompanies shipping goods and of passengers for American ships.
V/e have more than enoUfrh foreign trade to keep \merioan vessels
engaged but much of it Is carried in foreign bottoms.
The relation between our foreign trade and merchant ship-
ping is wortn noting At this time. The table on ihe folio w.lng
page gives «n excellent samniiry of this relation.
In 1930 the Jnited States had a total of ii, 045 veasela of
over £.,000 gross tons, of these 1,334 were eng«ged in foreign
tr«de^" Bp June 1931 the number of vesaele engaged In foreign
^'^ i:erohant Murine Bulletin, VolVT. Na.4, 0ot.l9r^l,pp.4-5.
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trade had dropped to 1,001 vessels totalling 5,488,000 tons,
l^any shj os are operating at a loss and many more are showing no
profits. The depression ia ahovving itself particularly in pas-
senger tr«vel. Despite the fpot that great economy h^s "been
practiced the Largest vessel flying the 'jnerio-in fl«g, the
"Leviathan", was forced to tie up at her pier «t Hoboken inde-
finitely in J«nLLs.ry 19^^. Over 800 men must seek employment
elsewhere. The "Leviat ni4.n ' w^s not laid up without atrenaous
effort to make her financially sacoessful. Though her expenses
were cut (^6 percent and drydooking and repairs out to « niniraum,
she was still » losing proposition. It had been planned tmt
she engage in a "est Indies cruise to fill in the dull season,
but thjs w«s cancelled. Many other companies have turned to
short cruises as a means of keeping vessels from being idle, ho
less th«n ^60 cruises were planned for 1931-38 seii-son but many
have been cancelled. The sailings of thf? ^elgenla.nQ"of the ..ed
Star Line, the "C«rinthla', nnd the "Caledonia" of the Canard
the "Homeric", and 'Britannic" of the White St«r Line on short
cruises have been abandoned.
l'«ny cruises are «n «t tempt to play upon the \mericAn weak-
ness for a bargain day and besides reducing r^tea on ciulsea
many shipping companies are doing «WRy with second-olasa passen-
ger serviop and turning it Into "tourist third". The cruises
to "no "here" which have been attempted by several foreign lines
hrt.ve not proven as popular as was expected. In general the
majority of shipping companies lay their finunoliil difficulties
to three main causes - the restriction of Immigration, high
tariffs, and the depression.
I9^
r-
I
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The oondltions of oompetition ^ong the m^ny steamship lines
has practioally reoalted in the elimination of tramp ateumera dae
to the low r«te3 for freight carriage.
It is al.vays interesting to disciisa a situation in general
terms, now let as tarn to statistics whloh show the effeot of
the depression on shipping. The Heroh^nt M«rine Bolletin quotes
the estiraflte for of tons of v.-o rid shipping from Lloyds*
Register as 70,000,000 of v*iioh 68,7iic,801 are steam and motor
totalling? 29, 95;i, vessels. Of the total tomiage 7,500,000 groaa
tons were idle on January 1, 19?1. The latest available figures
for idle tonnAge are those published by the United States Depart-
ment of Commerce, ^ „_Table YI
Septoraber ZO, 1930 to September 30. 1921
Country ves- gross M ves- gross total no, ^ luid.
aels tons |^ sels tons of vesaiB up
'
31
United 3tates tTt 691,165
United ilingdom 417 1,579,408
France 63 160,243
Italy 115 500,000
No iw«iy 108 .844,080
44H 1.486,?77 -i,045 *il
773 a,33ii,110 3,054 24
155 566.069 538 28
16ij 684.003 537 30
301 938,2^^7 585 51
It would seem from this chj.rt that the United otates h«8
suffered least, but let as not forget thi^it the United 3t«te8
oo«stal tr«de has been less effected than its foreign tr«de thus
accounting for the low figure. The facts «8 shovm on the chart
on the following p«ge make it appear that we have been holding
our own most admirably since 19'^8, v.lth American vessels making
39 percent of the entries and clearances in Unerlcan ports and
foreign vessels making 61 percent,
Dlspite the depression the .unerioan shipyards launched
246,687 gross tons of shipping in 19.^0 an increase of 95,6 percent
^> Bureau of U ligation
,
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over 1929 when only 1^6.06.'^ gross tons v^ere built and In 19?l.
386.906 gross tons were built.
..ith vessels built when prices
are at their lowest in years^lt would seem that the United States
is in a fairly- satisfactory position as far as shipbuilding Is
concerned, fiei^ite the depression.
On the other hand, from the standpoint of world economy the
danger of excessive production of ships is just as serious as
excessive production of any othei article..; very interesting appli-
cation of^theory to construction of the so-called super liners is
pointed out In e recent article in "V.orld's ork". y.omfTkhere
over the 800 foot mark there exists a theorlticnl econonlc llr.lt
beyond rhlch North Atlantic liners cannot be built and operated
at a orofit. It has often come to my mind that an international
conference with reference to the limiting of merchant marine con-
structAon of all nations, as well as construction of naval craft.
1« necessary. To carry this suggestion still further, some agreement
might be reached wherein world trade could be divided among the
maritime nations-a basis for this division would first have to be
found.
The oceen is over-oroWtd with the shipping of rival nations
and still we are building more. The heart of a eitl^en of any
country is inclined to skin a beat as he sees a new vessel slid-
ing down the ways flying the flag of his country, but all he real-
ly sees is the launching of more excess tonnage,
.e have tried to
ourtall the production of many commoaities in this time of depress-
ion; but. though world trade is reduced, we still have sufficient
opLimis'n Lo feel that this is a temporary condition and soon more
(T'Traneatlantlo :)erby', World's V/ork 61: 40-4. I'aroh
,1
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ships will be needed. The need Is not to prodace more ships but
to sell "space" in those already afloat.
"arly this year(19?. ) rates for passenger travel have been
reduced 20 percent by most GOTnpanles|engsged in ITarrth Atlantic
passenger transportation, xhis step was im'^ediately followed by
plans for a conference in Paris of delegates of the various Com-
TDanies. At this Conference plans are to be discussed to remove
from service at least one boat of each company, this space will
be at a premium and those boats that do continue to run v.ill have
a tetter chance of nak:ing a profit. Furthermore, both Prance and
England have found it necessary to suspend the construction of
super-liners which they were each building to compete with the
"Bremen" and "2uropa",
It is claimed that the German submarine did not create as great
a havoc among vessels engaged in trade and passenger oarrj^^e on the
Worth Atlantic and on other trade routes as the present depression.
In order to out L-lerchant Varlne expenditures further ^President
Hoover recommended making the v3hlpping i3oard a regulatory and ndvi*
s>orf body and th«3t its administrative functions be transferred to
the Deoartment of Commerce and placed in the hands of an assistant
secretary of Merchar.t I'arine.
The budget of the Shiopln<7 Bo^rd for igr^O-Sl was 6.346,000 fcr
{ u
the estimate of aDoro priatl ons for its uue is $4J^2,270. The
administrative pov/erts and duties of the United states shipping
Board as given to It by the Meroha^^t Marine Act of 19^0 hare been
fulfilled 80 th'it Its reltgation aa an advisory body is in no wqy
und^iSlrBble.
'•>Bo8ton PoBt'T^orll'"! 1 , 1 9 2
.
'*^"31umn on the Ocean". Ketlon .July ^9.19:*l.p.l01.
President Hoover'n Budget Message for the year ending 1933,
I
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Outlook for the guture
I Contfoverslal x.ueutions ^.elating to the ''erchant l-arlne
There are anumber of issaes which always seem to appear
wherever the I'erohant U&rine is dlscLissed, .'jnong these issaes
is the question of subsidies, of discrinlnatory duties rail-
road operation of merchant vessels, of government regulation,
and of government ownership. There is a vetlth of material re-
lating ltd) all of these but the one about which the gi e a te t
amount of controversy is connected is the subsidy,
A, Subsidies
1. iLindfl^Qf subsidies and arguments for and against each
There are two kinds of subsidies, the gener il navigation
bounty ^nd the special subvent on. The letter takes the form of
granting to a partioulir line of steamers a sum of money to secure
special services. Usually a pert subsidy and part payment for
special and extraordinary services desired by the governmert for
postal, naval, and commercial reasons is given. Boats granted such
aid are Required to be of such construction and speed that they
oan readily be used as auxiliary cruisers in wnrtlme.
The c:eneral navigation bounty, on the other hand, is a sub-
sidy pure and sirole aiming to give assistance to vessels for the
carriage of cargo as well as the carriage of mall . The arguments
in favor of the general navigation bounty can be summarized In
four parts:
(l) The aim is to offset an economic or other disadvantage
to which shipping? i u subjected when in competition v.lth ships
of a foreign power . Tt "ito noted that^^s Is the surei't and
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most natural way to equalize conditions by giving aid to all
shl IB.
(2) This aid will contribute to the development of osrgo
Croats as well as those for passenger and mail service.
(3) Jnder this means there is no discrimination, it helpB
all; in this respect it differs from a subvention vhich aids
only a certain line and makes coraoetition of other oomoanies
more di ff 1 cult, 0 ften leading to 'heir fln-ncial failure.
(4) .\merlcan indastrles other than shlpbul Idj np- '^nd shi 1-
uslng have been given aid by this means for many years through
protective tafiffa,
irgumrnts against the general nvigation bounty are:
(l) Industry stimulated by bounties is stimulated by
artificial means and therefore it does not develop in response
to economic demand,
^^) issi sting the weak as well as the strong may lead to
deterioration and for that reason such acoistance is not sound
economy,
(3) Countries using this policy have had little success
as shoM by the exanpleof Prance,
(4) Such a policy will lead to retaliation among our
competitors and we shall find ourselves in the same position
that we vieie in at the start.
The first argument against the prneral navigation bounty
can be applied to all protected 'merlcon industries but that
does not mean that we are going to abandon protection. The
seoond argument can easily be removed by putting a clause in any
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legislation that such finrmcial aid is only t^ go to ships of
certain standdrd. The third argument is one on which many
authorities disagree and nothing has yet "been proven on either
side that is "or.th quoting. The fourth argument, that retaliation
will be forth coming, is a prophecy having no foundation in
actual fact. On the o' her hand^it is a fact Known to all^that
from the advent of steam and iron v«a*«)s, the Jnited States
was forced to "become a "bystander. This was due to om being
unable to compete for the cirryln.c: trade of the world up until
the ^ orld war rhen unusual factors entered into the sitUTtion
and we were able to make an enviable position for ourselves in
I^erchant !.!arine circles of the -orld. Our increuae in foreign
trade carried In "jnerican vessels continued until l^dO^ai when
a rapid decline in 'jnerican tonnage entering and cle rln^ 'merl-
can oorts as compared with foreign tonnage occurred. By 19;i7
Unerican vessels were making 36 percent of the entrances :nd
clearances but for '^he p ist four consecutive years we have kept
(0
our percent at 39 as against 61 for foreign vesaela.
Does this mean that we have reached oui- level'-or does it
mean that the depression of the period is shoving" its effect in
a oecallar way? Does It mean^ior Instance,tht the Jnited otates
is less effected by the depression than ace other oountr es and
therefore is able to keep at this aam-^ level? Such questions as
these can only be answered In the next dec«^de. I am inclined to
believe that our shlpplnfi comoanies are in a better financial
condition and find It easier to obtain Ioaxub than those of other
countries.
C^'ThlB thesis, graih, p. 72.
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Y/e have "been oonsiderins' arguments for and against the prin-
ciple of gener«l navigation boanties. This type of aid is a subsidy
in the full sense of the word, since the governnent does not receive
an exact equivalent in services for the gift. Not only are operatic
oosts greater in the United states, but capital costs are far in
eXoess of those of moBt foreign countries. vince the cost of con-
struction is greater, it involves the paying of more interest, higher
insurmce rates, aAA greater depreciat: on. Therefore, even as
early as 1905 at the hearings before the Merchant I'nrine Qommisaioii,
it was recognized that this excessive coat of constraotjon and oper-
ation must be met not for ships carrying mail aiu^ but for freight
vessels. It wqs suggested that such compensatl m be based on gross
tonnage and mileage sailed in the foreign tr«de of the United 3tnte8.
In other vords this is ap operating bounty that was suggested. Juoh
a bounty hes long been demanded by shipping companies^ but the fact
thnt it would lead to an increase in the burden of taxation on the
rest of the country has resulted in its failure to become a policy.
MAil subsidies have sufficient favor to have been tht subject
of large appropriations a.t various times, -let us consider briefly
the arguments in favor of mall subsidies of special subventions*
(1) They encourage the constracSlon of fast passenger and
freight ships.
(2) They j)roraote the merchant marine development oT a oountyy
and make it of service in time of war.
(?) They result in the establishment of regular services.
(4) It la better to pay '^oney to Amerlonn lines for the carry-
ing of our mall than t o foreign lines.
(5) Large shlnplng llnee add to the national prestige.
^'^iveport of the Hearings of the I'erohant liarlne Coranlsoion of *05,
p. 119.

Arguments against subventions are essentially the same as those
advanced against the general navigation hoo-nties.
The majority of the United States shipping lines are now
receiving large subsidies for the carriage of mail» It is rough-
ly estimated that the treasurt^ will pay oat v270,000,000* in the
next ten years.
There are those who believe that vre shoald abandon oar epeoial
effort and let oar companies slnK or sail as they are able to and
that we shoald boy oor transportation in the cheapest market poastie.
But if assistance is to be the Keynote of -America's policy with
relation to its Merchant Marine tlxat aaal stance shoald not be aban-
doned in times of depression. Many,*v}-iO do not have the Interest
of the American Merchent Marine at heart likA v.ho dtD not have the
experience of lack of shipping durlnt? the ..orld \.ar to look baokopon^
a.r«- want to say that no sabsldy is justified unless ar. Indastry
oan sapport itself financially.
V/e have trlel stet alons: wlthoat any sabs idles, we have
seen oar flag sink to insignificance on th^eaa; bat, for the year
ending Jane ?0, 19^9 Charles Gilbert r.elnhardt tells as that our
vessels carried more Imeri car exports and Imports than ever before
in American History except for the few years following the \rmlatlcet
There is an increase of 660 percent in the nomber of vessels and
an increase of 560 percent In tonnage over the pre-war period.
A merchant marine ander the national flag of the exporter Is one
of the chief means of extending forel.Tn trnde*- It aocoantn for
England's success.
(U"A jljlsooricTevei I'erohant Marine ", iJorth American .\evlew,Vol. 2?2
pp.lll-117,Aag.l9r'l.
* This estimate 1 rn ich larger than th^t given by Baainess \.eek(n,82)
Possibly the author Is consider Ing the cost of subsidies for vessel
to be conatracted in the futare-
^ ^ c
urn
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A sumTiary of the oolnlon of i,udwell jenny Is eeentially as follows:
The establishment of '.merlcan ship lines has been the biggest
factor darin^r 1914 to 1928 In increasing our trade d77 percent ».ithi
South America; ?80 percent with Asia; awd Z^5 percent v.'ith Africa. '
Moreover, our trade h^s suffered from discriminatry rates at the hands
of our competitors. There is onl'^ one protection against such dis-
criminations afid that ir. a merchant marine of our owni
2. Qtfg Present subsidy System
a. Construction Loans are provided for by the Jonea-'uhite ';ct
of 1928 under which the Construction Loan ?and was increased to
^250,000,000 from half" that amoint. x.oans may be made up to three-
fourths of the cost of cpnstruction for a period of ^0 years with
interest payable annually;
" For vessels operating in foreign trade the rate la to be
equal to the lowest rate of yldld to the nearest one-eighth of one
percent of any government obligation bearing the date of issue sab-
sequent to April 6,1917 and outstanding at the time the loan is made .
iieedless to say, this has greatly stimulated construction. But
it is not success in shipbuilding that is necessary, it Is success
in operating shins at a gain so that the interest on such loans aB
well as the principal may be paid. Successful operation of suoh
ships is made possible by payment 0(f certain specified sums for the
carriage of nail. Boats receiving suoh subventions must meet special
requiremnets in speed and tonnage . Therefore the payment of subven-
tions has a marked effect on the type of vessels oonstructAA. Meuay
authorities bellev^^ that this great inorense in construction is
merely contributing to the excess tonnage afloat. No doubt it is,
but let us consider the present status of raoft-t of our vrnr constnaoted
ships, (l) They are over abundant. (2) The./ are almost all adapted
to carrying bulk cargoes because they were built to take supplies
bulk to France and they are not suited to most of our peace time
general cargo trades. (?) They are slotv and inefficient.
^
'AmerUja Conquers^ Britain *, Jhapter -i.il, pp. .^B^-.*^.
rjJ0,5. STatttatbs of Jongress Bession 1, 1927-28; p. 6«691. Jh. 675 Seo.llidJ
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The ineffioiency of theae vessels ma^es
them unlikely to
reap any profits to their owners. They
cannot meet the com-
petetlon of nev/ly constructed vessels in their
class built
on the Tyne or at Stettin, -he slowness
and inefficiency of
our vessels during i.oosevelt's administration
made it necessa-
ry for him to charter foreign sh: ps to convoy
and serve as
bunker carriers for the American Battle neet in
its trip
around the world during his term In office,
b. How let us turn our attention to the present
Postal
3ubsidj_ system in the United States. Under the Act of 1928
the Postmaster (General Is given the power to
enter into con-
tracts covering not more than twenty years each for
the carri-
age of mail. In order to do this a sum of ^ 14.000.000
is put
at his disposal. Under this law^ vessels receiving
such aid are
divided into seven classes b^sed on their tonnage and
speed
and they are granted the subsidy on the basis of
the number of
nautical miles they travel • The classification is as
follows:
peed !;inlmum Vonnage Per nautical ^ile
Class T a4 knots ^0.000 tons ^tn'nn
n jj ^0 16.000 " 10.00
" III 18 la.ooo • 8.^;^
IV 16 10, ' ^.00
.» Y 1? 8/ « 0 ' 4.UU
't VI 10 • 4,000 ^'^0
• VII 10 " 2.500 ' 1-50
It la worth notlnP^ that all of these rates are much
higher t
than those of tbe 'ot of 189l(rhe Postal Aid Law).
Under this
law there were only fo-ir classes orovided ^er;tW r^*i
from
^'^
"Congress and the Merchant Marine", Cong, Dig., June l»4i8,
pp.l85-iyi.
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:8,000 ton vessels with a speed of iiO knots v/hloh were to receive
sp4,OO^to 1,500 ton vessels with a speed of 1^ knots which were to
receive $.66 2/3.
Business t/eek reports that from 1800 to 1928 exclusive of
the War perlod(l914i41918) the seven leading shipping nations of
the world had paid upward of a billion dollara^ of public funds
for the encouragement of shipping. The following distribution is
noted:
Table VIII 0)
Subsidies of the Leading I'ar: time IMtlona
Ft ance ^3 75, 000. 00
0
Great Britain 182,000.000
Japan 1? 1,000, 000
* Italy iaf,000,000
Spain 104,000. 00
* Germany 40,000,000
United States 32,000,000
If the present program of the United Stiteo is carried out,
our annual expenditure is likely to be in the region of v20,000,000^
Kather a big price to pay . but there is a purpose behind it- the
establishment of regular services on the thirteen principal routes
of trade is planned by Postmaster General Bro vn. Tail will be
carried on these routes in \merioan vesaela ind a regular service
will be provided by ships complying rith the superior qualifica-
tions which a vessel must have to receive a subsidy.
Since the only value of a subsidy is to improve the quality
of the service of our merchant mnrlne, here io a chance for the
beginning of permanent success for American shipping. V.e must
"^'^Vaftd ohi oping Floats of a Sea of Taxoayere* Money, Business v.'eek
April 30. 1930, pp. 34-36.
* The fact thit Germany and Italy did not become politia*ii unite
until 1870 and 1871 accounts for the small ariount which they
have spent to encourage shipping.
<^ Annunl payments 1924-29
-v4. 801, 953; 19*.8-.'^l-4l3, 066, 44X. Figures
from "Shloping and .ihipbuilding Subsidies" , Jesse Saugstad,
U.vj. Governratnt x'rinting Office 1932.

also reall^ie that:
"Every transatlantic liner thus subsidizej is a potential
orulser equipped v/ith six-inoh armament.... If all war vessels
were sunk tomorrov the moi^t sinister vessels in the world v;ould
be the -.quitania, the ijcviathan, and the l-!a jestic. '
The Dollar i^ine whl oh is engaged in the x'aciflc trpde
has built its entire business on prompt delivery of frei^t
due to a scheduled service aided by a government mail subsidy.
This company hus been so successful in advanoin^r its business
that it even delivers large quantities of Oregon apples for
consumption in -gypt.
Our policy of protective tariffs naturally limits our im-
ports so that many of our vessels have to return home in ballast.
This is particularly true of the North Atlantic trade. On the
whole our relations with our competitors in the carrying trade
are peaceful because rate warfare is expensive, Itr, Horace B,
Drury in his article "World i^eace and the i.ivalry of i:er chant
Marines" calls oar attention to the fact that in general the
Dollcy of the Jnited otates has been to avoid to any power in
this matter of comoetition.
It is a known fact thnt foreign trade tends to bring gold
into a country but if that tr- de is carried in foreign bottoms,
its beneficial effect may be neutralized by the payment of carry-
ing charges In s non-competitive fiela due to high rates.
The Imerlon Merchant l^arlne is an extension of our internal
transoortalon facilities, not only In nearby rat^^rs, but on the
Seven "jeas, Oir export trade ha ^ changed considerably, iVe are
exporting more finished manufactured goods and only one hal^of
the amount of agricultural products that we exported in 1900,
Wesley 3 tout, "But. Oh, the Little Cargo jioats; Sat. Post,
^01; ;prll -^0, 19-^9, np. 14-16,
(*»
.\nnalB of t^e American Academy, 150: pp..'^.'^-.'^9, July 1970,
J
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Oar greatest Increase In trade hia been with .sia ana we have
had a corresponding increase with the other continents. If
we are to safeguard this trade for ourselves it must be carried
in American vessela.
B. Discriminatory duties
As early es 1789 the Jnited states adopted a policy of dis-
orirainatlng duties to encourage .ijnericpn shi oping. This was grad-
ually abandoned due to the raaicing of treaties providing for re-
ciprocity. Possibly a word in explanation of what is ^entt by
discriminatory duties would not be amiss. There are those inter-
ested in shipping v.ho believe that the United L:.tat6 d government
should iaake a discrimination in favor of .Imerlc^ ships carrying
imports from foreign countries. It is believed that a lov?erlng
of the tariff on each produts would serve the purpose. Thus
the carriage of .let us say. French products to the Unite
States in a Norwegian ship wo-ild become unprofitable. 'The
arguments in favor of discriminatory duties are:
(l) They would give considerable advantage to American
ships in the course of time.
(ii) This method will not cost us as much as direct bounties
or subsidies.
(?) They will lead to the development of n large merch nt
marine and our deDeniienoe on rival DOwer? will be dono nway v^ith.
Now let us consider arguments against disoriml n«itory duties:
(l) It will be i'lpossibe to adjust differential duties
to our tariff so as to avoid distwirbing and upEettinc commertial
condl t ">ns,
(Z) Much more would have to be paid for the same return
under a differential duty plan than under a subsidy system.
(?) ouoh dutler would result in retaliation .
(4) ;jince most of our Inporte are on the free list
and the major part is raw raaterialL, discriminatory duties would
affeot only a small part of our foreign commerce.*
' In 19?0 "the toTal"^ imports of merchandise that paid duty^wer^
$1,0??. 076. 000 whereas the amouil of imports thnt came In on the
free list w*re valued as ^2,086 ,9;^:-, 000. U.a. Bureau of Domestic
and foreign :;ommeroe, Ufaehington,]). C. ( 1932. -iimanajop. 484)
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(5)Diacriminatory duties allowing lov.er duties on
goods Importoa 5n .Jnerion bottoms v/oald defeat the purpose of
the protective tariff beoanse goods woaia come in very cheaply.
(6) In order to make discriminatory dutiea operate
with fairness it woald be necessary to ]5ut a duty on goods
now on the fre^ list.
(7) Carrying throu,2:h the policy of discriminatory duties
woald necessarily lead to the abrogation of many commercial
treaties.
Comments on these arguments are not necessary for they
speak for themselves. The negative answer Is the only corrett
answer to the question o-f the desirability or justification for
a policy of discriminator;/ duties to buiid up the Unerican
Merchant Marine, i^articularly is this the case now that we are
an exportlnfT rather than an importing nation . If v,e desire new
markets for our exports we do not want a retaliatory policy in
the nature of dlBSrininating ^duties on. our exports to other
nati ons.
C. Hallroad operation of .\merlcan 3hi oping
Railroad ooeration o^ shipping servintr United States ports
is barred by the Panama Canal Act. Threo exceptions t) this
rule are evidenced by the Southern Pacific ownerohip of the
Morgan Line, the I«ew York, New Haven, and Hartford operation of
the New >^ngland steamship Company, and the Illinois Central op-
eration of the Ocean Steamshlo ^oranany of oavannah.
Those opposing railroad operation and jjailroad ownership
ay that independent steamship lines would be forced out of
operation since they coal a no fliore meet competition of
railroad owned vessels thnn an Independent mall ttervioe could
ookinete with the Jnlted Otatr? govern^-ent.
At present i^ailroAds unaer the Pitman 3111 are permitted
to chargft Xess for a long haul than for a short haul under
l^) "Hallroad 8 want to hun ahlps .\galn" , BoainesB Wt«lL, Jfeb.18,
19?1, pp. 5-6.
I
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authority fron the Interstate Joimnerce Jommieslon, The rail-
roads desire that this policy continue so that they can meet
water corapetition "by offering lo7/er rate, to points on the
coast. They have "been particularly desirous of doing this
since the cornpletion of the Panama Canal which has affected
their trans-continental shipments.
l\a51road o-'Tiership of vessels would tend to make friction
"between ship o'«iing and non-ship owning railroads, hile the
only advantage that would accrue to shipping would be the pos-
sihility of more "business for the railroad ov;ned ships. ;.t
present there are no known railroad ovmed lines operating in
our international trade.
D, government Ivegulatlon and Oovornnent Ownership
In a letter to the Honorable •Vallace H. White of the House
Committee on Merchant M.arine in IJovenber of 1925, ^'resident
Hoover, then secretary of Commerce, shows his opposition to
Covurnment o^vneiship:
,
The l/erchant I'arine will never be satisfactory until it
is ov;ned and manned "by private enterpriiie. ""he Government can-
not operate cheaply, Covernment opeiation and competition v.ith
private enterprlze totally dulls private initiative."'"
Our policy has never "been one that favored government own-
ership ir government operation of any branch or" industry in
normal tines. The Dalton Heport reauested by President Coolidge
goes on record as opoosed to government ownership of the Ter-
chant Marine, 'we experienced government ownership with all its
^ aoMmpanylnc evils during the ^ orld vv«r. During the fost i/ar per-
iod the shipping Board hqa gotten rid of its ships to prlmte
Owners . and we may now aey that oar shipping is bacK in the
handp of private enterprlze where it rightfully belongs,
l'/Congre3Slonal~DlJe8i,- "^"-iary 19^.6. p. 11
mm
t
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II ohoald the United states Attempt to raintaln a i:er chant
Marine In Ylev/ o f the Jondltlone that mas t be i;'aoed ?
Let U8 oonslder *,he position of the United states with
relation to the desirability of continuing her effort to
maintain a large ?'erohant Karlne on the following basis;
Geogographlc9l
,
economic. Political. Psychological elnoe
saocessful operation depends on these four factors.
A. Our geographical position, no one v/111 deny, is favorajile
parti oalarly since v.e acquired the Janama Oanal 1-one and con-
structed the Panama Canal. Ve have excellent natural and arti-
ficial harbors and bays. We have lar^'^e resources of coal at
convenient proximity to the sea coast. .<e have abundant oil
resources both in our own states and in other parts of the
world, oinoe oil h^a come to be an important factor in the
econonical operation of vessels v-e are in a very favorable
sitoatlon as compared with other nations in the obtaining of this
fuel. Me have within fairly recent years aoquireo widely
scattered possessions which mar^e a. merchant marine desirable
and also serve as refueling stations lor gob ships and ae
naval bases. \b a nation, we occupy a position of leadership
in the \/estern hemisphere th-^ will become still greater as
trade and comr^unicatl on wilh the other countries of that hemi-
sphere. are inoreased.
3. Our eoonomlo position is next to be considered, 'i^hat is
shipbuilding but another manufacturing Industry depending on
the availability of raw natcrlals and a demand for its products.
There is another factor that must also be conaideied and that
is labor. This factor Is one of the nest difficult to deal with
unUtr our present socio-economic system, 'i'he wags a paid to
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-American la'bor both in the tulldin.-? and the operating of our
vessels is a "big fiotor in accounting for the cost differential
"between American and foreign ships. This difficulty is being
alleviated to a certain extent by the government offering
construction loans at low rates of Interest and by subsidies.
Capital must also be considered . V/e have abundant capitalbut
whether or not It is invested in the construction and ooeration
of vessels depends on the profits to be derived from such an
investment. Our tariff policy protects other industries and
makes investment in then desirable- if this is our policy why
exclude shipping from such protection^
J C. Mow let us turn to the political situation. The fact that
sectionalism is much lees comTnon than ever before In the Jnited
States has led to a more united effort on the peirt of Congress
to develop the merchant marine. The fact that the farmer of the
iddle ' est realizes how the Inc^: of merchant marine facilities
effected him In 1917 and 1916 makes him see the desirability
of a large fleet. His point of view la reflected by the Congress-
men from his district. It is rather interesting to Bo4e that
previous to the last election T^ngland had seventy shiDOwners
in Parliament whereas we have none. This does not mean that
our Congressmen are not intere ted In fostering shipping as was
evidenced by the recent legislation.
D. The psychological basis la the final consideration. From
the end of the Civil War to the opening of the world V,ar except
for a few years followingthi ipainish ..ar we were not ao a
^'^C.D,~Dod8well,of the United .'rult Company, ."erohant I'.arine
iiulletln, Vol.VMo.4 Oct. '.'51, p.l*- tolls us that the wages of
labor in the shipbuilding industry are 80 percent of the total
cost of construction.
(^hobert Dollar. "The Merchant Marine'; Atlantic; 140:.'^90-4.
-ept'raber. 19^7.
r
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nation aea-nlnded. The World vynx brought a change In the point
of rlew of many, but Its inflaonoe it fadea In'.o history
is lees etronp-ly felt bo that many are loain^^ ai.-?ht of the sit-
ii«»t1on thnt made uo sea-minded in 19141918. Are we goinr to drop
bsc»c to the position thqt we helv^ Ir 1912 or nre vre going to
push on and continue to oooupy a^poeltlon in the l^erohant Tflrine
annals of the world? It is no mere patriotic motlvp that forcea
ne to ask such a question. But rather it is s realization of
what Is Involved in continulnp- oar present position.
J.Hussell 3ml th mnde the following forecai^t in 1918:
The trading people of the earth want cheap ships easily ac-
cessible for reasonablr hire and If we hope for — 'fttt nation-
al Independence in t'hlppln-"- It involveo the foil . conditions:
The carrying of .'jnerlcsr t^poits in ^jnerican vessels v.hioh will
have to return wlth^at c^rgo whereas British vessels '^re more
likely to hove o^rgo both ways beoaase of brl tains scattered
possessions. It mema the decline of such carrying nations ae
' the Ketherlnnds r.nd Norway. 3reot Britain, It 1« felt, v.lll not
oontinae her laisjez falie policy and will adopt construction
lo«n8 and subsidies that will put the Unite states in the shade.
Oernnny, Japan, France, ind Italy are also expecte' to do the
same In r^a.-lnr s bid fwp world tr^ide. ^uoh a situation is like-
ly to lead to strained Internsti ml relat'onsi
l.et us note Qo^e figures v.hich shov? th t conditions have
not been exactly as Mr. ^nlth anticipated pRrtioulnrly for
merlonn shipping. Por the ye-jr endln- Tune 19^0 of 7,960 entr'^noes
of 0U2 vessels fron overseas foroii^n coantrieo 6,700 entrences
or 7.'' neroent were m .de with oargo and of the 7,900 olearanoes
7,600 or 96 percent were TDade rlth cargo.
<<*'0p. Cit.,Dp. rij-:i:6.
'"Velatlon Betwren oar Iterahant Marine and Foreign Trade",
S.o.^andberg, Commlsai oner of the United otatcs i^hipplng
Board, Verehant ?:qrlne Bulletin, Vo. / IIo. 4, October 19ri,
pafre 6.
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I II ConoluajonB
The accompnnylng graph sholis the growth of Amerloan Terohant
Marine tonnage engaged in carrying our foreign tr^ide. Pcrtioiilar-
ly since 1910 has the growth been one of mariced increase until
the current depression started taking its toll oS tonnage from
the sea. A sharp drop from 50,^00,000 tons net of entrances and
clearances to 47,977,1^6 tons of foreign shippiiqg engaged in ^
our foreign trade from l^'.'iO to took, place. During the same
period the net tonnage of Jjnerlcan shippin,? making entrances
dropped from 291,000 tons to ii9, 607,^39.
.
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From this ohurt it is apparent that the Jnitej States has
"arrived" and is a factor which other nations must consider
ae a competitor in world carrying trade.
IIP
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Today, -jnerican maritime aucceso is not hindered by "production^
but rather ^oonsumption is the factor with which we must concern our-
selves. Arnerlcan operntors must sell "space ' in their vessels and :^his
can only be done when the "space" is attractively priced. Transporta-
tion in -American vessels will become popular when the operating dif-
ferential between \merican and foreif^n vessels is materially reduced
because then, and then only, will freight fates be reduced. The reduc-
i 8 particularly necessry for the freight carrying fleet which is the
bulwark of any merchant marine.
The countries of the world are offering their ships for our use
at attractive bargain prices due to their lov cos: of operation, Mr.
Hobert Dollar in his ertioie 'The <ftf|ericon Merchant I'arlne ' points
out the difference in the wages aAA the sice of crews on vessels of
a similar capacity but under different flags;
Table a
, ,j
Country 3i2e of Grew V agee
American ship 47 men 5^-70
British 40 ' ^1.'508
Jananese ' ^6 ' v V77
Despite such ^ condition, I do not believe thit we can permit
our Merchant Marine to become a nonentity. The fiot that we hav« ber
come a bigger producer of all kinds of goods and we are looking every-
where for markets makes nn American fleot more desirable than ever.
If we are to be sure of our trade, can v;e permit our commodities to
travel in the shiDo of a third country? Michtlaa hoosevelt points out
that it is generally agreed that an overseas trading nation should
have a merchant mprine capable of carrying about one-half of It com-
merce. This amount in believed to be an adequate safeguard against
foreign discriminations In rates.
If all our states bordered on the aea we would hare been
more ' ' to YMwe ^e_gt the position that v.e ootfupied Juat
TiTAtl':, .nthly. 140: np. 790-4, • ept. 10^7.
(jj"Amerloa or Pingland" , Ghapt. VI ,p.l*.l.
Ill
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prior to the Civil ar. I'llllons of oir Inhabitants v.ho are
engaged In pursuits In the Interior of oar country do not real-
ize that the trade on the oceans on either side of them has a
direct bfj^ring on their welf^ire. These people do not cere to be
taxed for the supoort of an Instltitlton that apparently has no
bearing on them , Ve have approximately twenty million farmers
and these are the arguments that ChAirrnan T.V; O'Connor of the
United 3tates ohlpplnp* Board preaentea to thera In a radio address
a few no nth s a^ro:
(1) In the past, the farmer used to be concerned In get-
ting his goods to the local martlet by v/agon, river, or r*^llro:d.
How the v/orld Is hi a market.
(2) V.hen an excess v/as produced the farmer oola his goods
to brokers who loor.ed for overseas maricetsand It became necessary
to suTjplement the simple Internal transportation sytemj by using
ooean going shlos.
(Z) The service within the country v/as fairly dependable
but most of the ships used on the sea were owned by foreigners
before the 'Var.
(4) The foreign ships weie not always avallablp nor were
the rates which the/ charge v; the lowest,
(5) The Viorld War brought the withdrawal of foreign ships
and the producer found himself wlthoat means to reach hi;: market.
The result was the freight rates soared to staggerlfig amounts
and farm produce along vith other commodities piled up at the
jeaboard and the folly of depending on forelgi ships was finally
shown.
Chairman O'connor sums up his arguments by saying:
" The fact that foreign shipj cannot always be depended
upon to serve .^jnerlcan intere. s gives one 01 the strongest
arguments for building up a mercha- t marine of oar own A
merchant marine of oar own will tend to stabilize freigttrates. .
,
...In^imc of emcrgency^heyf Shi OS ) are essential to the navy
for purposes of national defense.
We hare a fleet of cargo boats which altogether might be
called "Industrial. CarrleBB" since they supply industry with
its raw materials • These are very important to us and among
them are 411 ocean-goinf tankers totalling 4,000, 00 and over
deadweight tons. These tani^exLi are engageu in the oarrying of
the products or a oompar4tl vely new industry- refining of petro-
leum, -e have taken a oommandin« position in this
industry .
TilH.B.:. Coast-to-coast l.e twork, Saturday, December
1^,1^31.
CI
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for that reason Mnerican tankers, as a class, hold their ov;n with
Great Britain better than any other class of vessels that we
employ.
The fact that a large proportion of our shipping is now oil
horning and that all of oar new naval craft use crude oil gives
as an advantage since the use of this fuel is proven to he more
eoonoraical. Only v.-lthln the past ye sir the majority of British
naval vessels have been converted to oil concomption. .ith our
vast oil resources as has been noted vre are in a superior posi-
t3 on to oar competitors .
Despite the desirability of an .Imerican owned fleet we
still here arguments against its upkeep. It ii. ny belief that
many such opinions are in the nature of propaganda from outside
Bources. Evex) 9S early as 1904 at the hearings before the
I'erohant klarine Commission we are told that the agents of
several foreign coontries appeared and aaked that the companies
which they represented might be permitted to have a clear fi»ld
since the service they offered was very cheap. They appeared to
believe that they oufrht to be^ continue to oi^erate ships in
our foreign trade and to monopolize that trade for themselves
indefinitely regardless of its ultimate effect on oar power to
extend our trade in time of peace or defend our coasts in time
of war.
There in no store anywhere which woaia truot the delivery
truck of another competitor to deliver its goods if it desired
to keep its own trade. Even If the heads of the two stores were
the best of friends^suoh a situation woula be bound to lead to
^^heport of Hearings before the Merchant Karine :onml88lon of
1904. Volume I pagel M
.
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an estrangement or at least to dlasatisfa ctlon.
The work of the merchant marine vessels during the v.ar can-
not be over-looked. They served as tankers, coal carriers, trans-
ports , food supply and ammunition carriers, and as auxiliary
cruisers. In fact the British Twelfth Cruiser Squadron was made
up entirely of converted merchant vessels,
V/e have tried private operation of American shipping. We haae
tried government operation. And there has even been a time when
we had practically no merchant marine at all on the high seas.
After making this study of the .American Merchant ITarine through
its varied career I have oome to the conclusion that a strong
merchant marine is desirable to our welfare. To this end we are
fortunate in having as our Chief lixeoutivc someone v;ho is himself
an expert in foreign trade, i^resident Hoovei a.id in iioston in
October 1928:
"It is essential to our defense .... i t is the one protection
for oir QommoTQe from discriminations, V.e hsve hisd need to revise
our vision upon overseas transportation durin.-T the last fev; years.
It no longer con^ises a number of tramp steamers goin' hither
and yon, r'rom the point of viev of our com^^erce^lt consists of
about twenty-five important sea routes which are extensions to
(foreign destinations of our inland trade routes, upon which we
need regular ferry-like servloe of large cargo liners. This de-
velopment fits with the character of our industrial devel-
opment and openn wider hope for our return to the sea,"
The building uo of our great internal transportation system
did not cause us to lose heart. The mercantile mr.rlne is merely
an extension of ihose facilities. It costs much to build a great
mm
steel locomotive and large bridges^ also built at great cost-
what is a steamship but a locomotive and a bridge combined?
In time of pence the merchant mrine Is a means of adding
to our prosperity and prestige and in time of war it is a
means of aeoority and defense,
-finis-
I'
i
I
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The Colon! «il Period was ra.'irlced by shlpbaildlng and ehlp-
usln*? fron Its earliest days. This waa hindered b/ the British
Havlfffltion Laws whi oh were not strictly enforced when they were
first piBsed; but later their rigid enforcement was one of the
oaases of the lievolation. The engagernentB of the Jnltec States
on the water daring the A.evolation were largely in the form of
duels of privateers with British frigates, ?he effects of the
Heroliition on the merchant shipping of the colonies is open
to controversy, bat no sooner had a central government been
established than legislation was enxcted which was expected
to favor the gro th of 'jne^ioan shipping.
Although the ^nglish navigation Lhwb closea the oom^^erce
of the Vest Indies and other "nglish possessions to ^Tcerioan
veasels, the eng«»geTncnt of 'tagl'and and Tra' oe in a great
strugc^le from 17by to I0I6 tended to niliify their effect end
led to the 'Jnited States beooning t-ie principal o.arrylnr nation
for all "lurope - a position fozverly held by the jutch >nd "iig-
11 sh. Not the war alone but the superiority of the American
ships and crews was a big factor in the gaining of tl.io posi-
tion.
The \~ax of 181^ then nut a temper'^ ry etoo to the :jnericnn
inoroHse but with the coming of peace in I6I0 and onward to
1840 it advinoement was nade. The development of oli nper
ehlps ind p oKets occurred during this period. The slave
trnde was still carried on though its prohibition wa» provided
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to take place after 1808 in the Constitution, Vihaling and
fishing reached a high peak. It was daring this period that
sabsidieB were first inaagurated (1845).
The Introduction of steam and the use of iron plus the
turning of the country to internal development contributed to
the decline which had already started pieylous to the Civil ar.
The Civil ' ar with the changes it wrought in the nation t^ok
away any chsnce of our becoming a great carrying nation at this
time. The depredations of the Confederute cruisers and the
registry of vessels in neutrul countries, the conoe itration on
fighting were all contributory factors in the decline. The nd-
V nt ge which (>reat Britain had consisted of the skillful use
of iron, plenty of coal, oheop libor, excellent methods of con-
struction, and her use of subsidies led to her supremacy. On
the 0 her h-nd t e United States ^t the end of the 3ivil Var
turnea its face westward, ohipyards lost their importance ex-
cept in the oonstruction of a few vessels for naval purposes
and for use on the rivers, the lakes, and the oo ist.
\
The Spanish V-ar brouj^ht a temporary revival of interest in
the see but its greatest effect ^as far as shipping was con-
cerned^ was to arouse interest in the strotegio value and re-
duce ''ileage that would result from the construotlon of a csnal
across Central '.merica. The subsequent construction had a
maiked effect on the development of water trnnepoxtation froB
coast to CO St. Little development in overseas transportation
had occurred even by 1914 when the Vrorld '.Var wub upon us. W«
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had a fajrly large ooastal tonnage bat only 4,3 percent ot the
world's Iron and steel seagoing tonnage. 71 percent of the
world's shipping was in the h^nda of waring nations in 1914,
The realization soon c^nie that v;e were to be the oarr/ing nation
of the waring lluropean ooiin tries and plane were made to meet
the situation. The result of the great oonstruotion program
of the United States Shipping Board in evidenced by the fact
that instead of being fifth on the list of world moritime powers
we became second on the list before the end of the WEir. A
position which we have continued to occupy until the present
time.
In order to miintain the Merchant I'arine^it was realized
that legislation of a very definite character wo.ild h ve to be
made to provide for its well being. Thus the )'erchnnt !'arine
Act of 19.-0 fftiB passed. This act has been a great boon to
shipping, but by 19ii8 it was neoessnry to enact fu ther legia-
laoion providing for increaoed mail subsidies and nn increase
in the Oonstraction Loan Fund.
The Merchant !'arine has suffered daring the present de-
pression due to th decre se of world trade; however, the
large number of men available for shipbuilding and the abun-
dance of raw materials and the Construction ^an have resulted
In a considerable Increase in ship constriction* The desir-
ability of adding to the excess tornige of the world is open
to question b'lt It is generally conceded that It is necessary
in order to keep abrenst of the tiroes*
rI
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The decade .^ast :)as8ed has beerj note a for several develop-
ments. The movenient to put the Jnited states ilerohant i'arine baci
into the hands of private owners has been carried to completion.
The immigration laws have resulted in a decline in passenger
travel from Europe to the Jnited otates . The introduction of the
Deisel engine tooic place in lyiiS but its use is not very vride-
spread as yet • The great merger of the dollar, ])awson, r'leish-
hacker. Chapman, Koosevelt interest's occurred in the fall of 1931,
Jj'or the members of this merger non-conflicting sailing schedules
have been planned. Although a decline in world shipbuilding oc-
curred in 1931, the decline in the United btntes was much less
than that in other nations. The use of turbine-electric propelled
vessels has recently been inaugurated. The "oPresident Hoover ' and
the "President Goilidge' are two large vesselt launched recently
in the Jnited states that use this type of pov/er.
The present depression hao resulted in approximately dl per-
cent of our vessels being forced to be idle, whei^s the percent
for the United i..ingdom is 24, i'rance 28, Italy 50, Norway 61. .<e
hnve been able to hold our own most pdmirqbl ; for the past four
years in th^t our ships heve made ?9 poro«nt of the entrances
and clearances of all the vessesl entering our ports .
The most recent development is thul President Hoover recom-
mends thnt the admini fltntl ve functloni? of the Shipping Board
should be tronsferred to the Department oi Jommeroe and that
the appropriation for the Shipping Board be o it to #423, 270 In
1933 ( In 1930-.''l It was v6. 346. 000).
The nuestlon of subsidies is dioousFed in p4rt your. Appar-
ently the United States is definitely on the road to sUbsiditing
II
its I'erohant I'arlne nlnce It is estimated that at the present
rate the United otates will spend in the region of v^O.OOO.OOO
annually for the next decade for "he carriage of mails. The
benefit accruing from n large merchant marine in time of wor
oannot be over-estimsited.
The policy of discriminatory duties h^s not generally been
in favor in the United ^tatea since most of our imports are on
the free list. Furthermore disci'iminatory duties would complete-
ly upset the present tariff system •
Kailroad operation of merchant vessels is not considered
desirable since it mates competition greater. As to government
regulation or ownershipin normal times, little need be said,
since the United States rs a nation seems to s;|eer clear of
it on the basis th-?t It Mmmitf blocks priv te initiative .
There is no doubt in my mind thot the answer to the ques-
tion should the United .^tstes attempt to foster a merchant marine
in view of the geographic, economic, political, and psychological
conditions Is in the affirmative. The merchant marine is at eeaen-
tial to us in reaching world markets ss the great internal trant
-
portetton system of our country In reaching: home marketa. In
fact, an adequate merchsint marine is eseentjal to our prosperity,
prestige, security, and defense.
(1
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